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Matter Anti-matter asymmetry:

characterized in terms of the 
baryon to photon ratio ⌘ =

nB � nB̄
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23. Big-Bang nucleosynthesis 3

Figure 23.1: The primordial abundances of 4He, D, 3He, and 7Li as predicted by
the standard model of Big-Bang nucleosynthesis—the bands show the 95% CL range
[5]. Boxes indicate the observed light element abundances. The narrow vertical
band indicates the CMB measure of the cosmic baryon density, while the wider
band indicates the BBN concordance range (both at 95% CL).
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The Baryon Asymmetry of the 
Universe (BAU) deduced  from the 

Cosmic Microwave Background 
measurements is now more precise 

than the one deduced from Big Bang 
Nucleosynthesis (D/H abundance)

2 23. Big-Bang nucleosynthesis

production of deuterium (and other complex nuclei) until well after T drops below
the binding energy of deuterium, ∆D = 2.23 MeV. The quantity η−1e−∆D/T , i.e., the
number of photons per baryon above the deuterium photo-dissociation threshold, falls
below unity at T ≃ 0.1 MeV; nuclei can then begin to form without being immediately
photo-dissociated again. Only 2-body reactions, such as D(p, γ)3He, 3He(D, p)4He, are
important because the density by this time has become rather low – comparable to that
of air!

Nearly all neutrons end up bound in the most stable light element 4He. Heavier nuclei
do not form in any significant quantity both because of the absence of stable nuclei with
mass number 5 or 8 (which impedes nucleosynthesis via n4He, p4He or 4He4He reactions),
and the large Coulomb barriers for reactions such as 3He(4He, γ)7Li and 3He(4He, γ)7Be.
Hence the primordial mass fraction of 4He, Yp ≡ ρ(4He)/ρb, can be estimated by the
simple counting argument

Yp =
2(n/p)

1 + n/p
≃ 0.25 . (23.1)

There is little sensitivity here to the actual nuclear reaction rates, which are, however,
important in determining the other ‘left-over’ abundances: D and 3He at the level of a
few times 10−5 by number relative to H, and 7Li/H at the level of about 10−10 (when η10

is in the range 1–10). These values can be understood in terms of approximate analytic
arguments [12,13]. The experimental parameter most important in determining Yp is
the neutron lifetime, τn, which normalizes (the inverse of) Γn↔p. Its value has recently
been significantly revised downwards to τn = 880.3 ± 1.1 s (see N Baryons Listing).

The elemental abundances shown in Fig. 23.1 as a function of η10 were calculated [14]
using an updated version [15] of the Wagoner code [1]; other versions [16–18] are publicly
available. The 4He curve includes small corrections due to radiative processes at zero and
finite temperatures [19], non-equilibrium neutrino heating during e± annihilation [20],
and finite nucleon mass effects [21]; the range reflects primarily the 2σ uncertainty
in the neutron lifetime. The spread in the curves for D, 3He, and 7Li corresponds to
the 2σ uncertainties in nuclear cross sections, as estimated by Monte Carlo methods
[15,22–24]. The input nuclear data have been carefully reassessed [14, 24–28], leading to
improved precision in the abundance predictions. In particular, the uncertainty in 7Li/H
at interesting values of η has been reduced recently by a factor ∼ 2, a consequence of a
similar reduction in the error budget [29] for the dominant mass-7 production channel
3He(4He, γ)7Be. Polynomial fits to the predicted abundances and the error correlation
matrix have been given [23,30]. The boxes in Fig. 23.1 show the observationally inferred
primordial abundances with their associated uncertainties, as discussed below.

The nuclear reaction cross sections important for BBN have all been measured at
the relevant energies. We will see, however, that recently there have been substantial
advances in the precision of light element observations (e.g., D/H ) and in cosmological
parameters (e.g., from Planck). This motivates corresponding improvement in BBN
precision and thus in the key reaction cross sections. For example, it has been suggested
[31] that d(p, γ)3He measurements may suffer from systematic errors and be inferior to ab
initio theory; if so, this could alter D/H abundances at a level that is now significant.

March 7, 2016 13:42
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η ≡

nB − nB

nγ

 The  great annihilation between 
nucleons & anti-nucleons
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109 times smaller than observed, 
and there are no antibaryons

-> need to invoke an initial asymmetry

 In absence of 
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Baryon asymmetry:
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Sakharov’s conditions for baryogenesis (1967)

1) Baryon number violation 

2) C and CP  violation

3) Loss of thermal equilibrium

Γ(∆B > 0) > Γ(∆B < 0)

we need an irreversible process since in thermal equilibrium, the 
particle density depends only on the mass of the particle  and on 

temperature --particles & antiparticles have the same mass , so no 
asymmetry can develop
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Baryon number violation 
in the Standard Model

It follows from the Electroweak anomaly

EW field strength
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Energy of gauge field configuration as a function of Chern Simons number

 Baryon number violation in the Standard Model

 baryons are created by transitions between topologically  
distinct vacua of the SU(2)L gauge field 

∆B = Nf∆NCS

due to chirality + topology

NCS(t1) − NCS(t0) =
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⇒ Baryon number violation is totally suppressed in the SM  at 

zero temperature but very efficient at high temperatures

9 TeV
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Tunneling amplitude:

⇒ Baryon number violation is totally suppressed in 

the SM  at zero temperature
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Rate of Baryon number violation in the Standard Model

In the broken phase   Γ ∼ v4  e- c <φ/T>

out of equilibrium condition:  <φ>/T > 1 

 out-of-equilibrium condition: αW T  < T2 /MPl    →   T> 1O12   GeV 4

In the symmetric phase  Γ ∼  α4   T4 
W

at finite temperature:

(more precisely                                                                   )



Gavela, P. Hernandez, Orloff, Pene ’94 
Konstandin, Prokopec, Schmidt ’04 

Tranberg, A. Hernandez, Konstandin, Schmidt ’09 

- so far, no baryogenesis mechanism that 
 works with only SM CP violation (CKM phase)

double failure:

- lack of out-of-equilibrium condition

remains unexplained within the Standard Model⌘

proven for standard 
EW baryogenesis

attempts in cold EW 
baryogenesis Brauner, Taanila,Tranberg,Vuorinen ’12 
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Figure 1. Leptoquark decays.
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Figure 2. Radiative corrections to leptoquark decays important for CP-violation.

where δCP is the asymmetry in leptoquark decays,

δCP =
Γ(X → qq) − Γ(X̄ → q̄q̄)

Γtot

, (4)

Γtot is the total width of X, Neff is the number of effectively massless degrees of freedom, and
Smacro is a factor taking into account the kinetics of the leptoquark decays.

The progress over last 30 years is quite impressive: one can distinguish more than 44 different
ways to create baryons in the Universe! Here is the list taken from the titles of numerous papers
on this subject:

1. GUT baryogenesis. 2. GUT baryogenesis after preheating. 3. Baryogenesis from
primordial black holes. 4. String scale baryogenesis. 5. Affleck-Dine (AD) baryogenesis. 6.
Hybridized AD baryogenesis. 7. No-scale AD baryogenesis. 8. Single field baryogenesis. 9.
Electroweak (EW) baryogenesis. 10. Local EW baryogenesis. 11. Non-local EW baryogenesis.
12. EW baryogenesis at preheating. 13. SUSY EW baryogenesis. 14. String mediated EW
baryogenesis. 15. Baryogenesis via leptogenesis. 16. Inflationary baryogenesis. 17. Resonant
leptogenesis. 18. Spontaneous baryogenesis. 19. Coherent baryogenesis. 20. Gravitational
baryogenesis. 21. Defect mediated baryogenesis. 22. Baryogenesis from long cosmic strings.
23. Baryogenesis from short cosmic strings. 24. Baryogenesis from collapsing loops. 25.
Baryogenesis through collapse of vortons. 26. Baryogenesis through axion domain walls. 27.
Baryogenesis through QCD domain walls. 28. Baryogenesis through unstable domain walls.
29. Baryogenesis from classical force. 30. Baryogenesis from electrogenesis. 31. B-ball
baryogenesis. 32. Baryogenesis from CPT breaking. 33. Baryogenesis through quantum gravity.
34. Baryogenesis via neutrino oscillations. 35. Monopole baryogenesis. 36. Axino induced
baryogenesis. 37. Gravitino induced baryogenesis. 38. Radion induced baryogenesis. 39.
Baryogenesis in large extra dimensions. 40. Baryogenesis by brane collision. 41. Baryogenesis
via density fluctuations. 42. Baryogenesis from hadronic jets. 43. Thermal leptogenesis. 44.
Nonthermal leptogenesis.

2

Shaposhnikov, 

Baryogenesis

Mikhail Shaposhnikov

Institut de Théorie des Phénomènes Physiques, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

E-mail: Mikhail.Shaposhnikov@epfl.ch

Abstract. We will discuss different mechanisms for baryogenesis with special emphasis to
those of them that can be experimentally tested.

1. Introduction
Baryogenesis gives a possible answer to the following question: Why there is no antimatter in
the Universe? Or, on quantitative level: Why the observed baryon to entropy ratio is

nB

s
≃ (8.4 − 8.9) × 10−11 . (1)

A (qualitative) solution to this problem is known already for quite some time [1] (see also [2]):
the Universe is charge asymmetric because it is expanding (the existence of arrow of time, in
Sakharov’s wording), baryon number is not conserved and the discrete CP-symmetry is broken.
If all these three conditions are satisfied, it is guaranteed that some excess of baryons over
anti-baryons will be generated in the course of the Universe evolution. However, to get the sign
and the magnitude of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) one has to understand the
precise mechanism of baryon (B) and lepton (L) number non-conservation, to know exactly how
the arrow of time is realized and what is the relevant source of CP-violation.

Back in 1977-1979 we thought we knew the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe
[3, 4, 5]. The baryon and lepton number non-conservation was related to Grand Unified Theories
(GUT) of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions. Since the scale of GUT MX ∼ 1015

GeV is close to the Planck scale MP ∼ 1019 GeV, the rate of Universe expansion was high at this
moment, leading to deviations from thermal equilibrium in the leptoquark decays. The GUT
structure in general allows a number of CP-violating phases in leptoquak coupling to quark and
leptons.

To find the baryonic asymmetry in a specific GUT, one considers B-violating leptoquark
decays (see Fig. 1)

X → qℓ, q̄q̄ and X̄ → q̄ℓ̄, qq (2)

and computes radiative corrections to the amplitudes (see Fig. 2), necessary for CP-violating
effects to show up. The baryon asymmetry is given by

nB

nγ
= ∆ ∼

1

Neff

δCP · Smacro, (3)

Journal of Physics: Conference Series 171 (2009) 012005

1

Plethora of baryogenesis models taking place at all possible scales
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Two leading candidates 
for baryogenesis:

--> Leptogenesis by out of equilibrium decays of RH 
neutrinos before the EW phase transition

--> Baryogenesis at a first-order EW phase transition

2

FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is

dρGW(k)

d ln k
=

1

32πGL3

k3

(2π)3

!

dΩ
"

"

"
ḣlm(t,k)

"

"

"

2

. (8)

We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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T B washout unless B-L ≠ 0
requires SO(10) leptogenesis
requires too high reheat 
temperature to produce 
enough GUT particles

hierarchy pb -> embed in susy-> 
gravitino pb (can be solved if 

M_gravitino>100 TeV and DM is 
neutralino or gravitino is stable)

EW breaking, 
sphalerons 
freese-out

GUT baryogenesis

Thermal leptogenesis

Affleck-Dine (moduli decay)

Non-thermal leptogenesis 
(via oscillations)

Asymmetric dark matter-cogenesis

EW (non-local) baryogenesis

EW cold (local) baryogenesis

Models of Baryogenesis 
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Baryogenesis 
at a first-order 

EW phase transition
2

FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is

dρGW(k)

d ln k
=

1

32πGL3

k3

(2π)3
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dΩ
"

"

"
ḣlm(t,k)
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. (8)

We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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3)  In symmetric phase,<Φ>=0,
very active sphalerons convert chiral 
asymmetry into baryon asymmetry

Chirality Flux 
in front of the wall

Baryon asymmetry and the EW scale

Electroweak baryogenesis mechanism relies on a 
first-order phase transition satisfying     

1)  nucleation  and expansion of 
bubbles of broken phase

broken phase 

<Φ>≠0
Baryon number

 is frozen

2)  CP violation at phase interface
 responsible for mechanism  

of charge separation

• B formation cartoon:
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Q

U

Q

U

H

yt QHuUc SU(2)L sphaleron

• Osphal ∝
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& 1

Cohen, Kaplan, Nelson’91
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 A strong 1st order PT leads to sizable deviations in hgg and 
hƔƔ  couplings  and therefore in Higgs production rate and 

decays in ƔƔ

e.g: Light stop scenario in MSSM

The most common way to obtain a strongly 1st order phase 
transition by inducing a barrier in the effective potential is 

due to thermal loops of BOSONIC modes.
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Figure 1. The four methods of obtaining a strongly first order phase transition by inducing a
barrier in the thermal effective potential, which are discussed in this paper. The framed expressions
indicate which term is responsible for the rise or fall of V

e↵

.

freedom. One subset of enhanced symmetries is based on continuous symmetries (or the
parametric limit in which the discrete symmetry enlarges into a continuous symmetry).
One way to understand how the Higgs data rules out this subset is to note that the Nambu-
Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneously broken continuous symmetries have
couplings to Higgs determined by the kinetic part of the action, and this coupling-induced
decay rate is unsuppressed when the Higgs mass is of the order of v = 246 GeV. Hence,
the Higgs decay to the Nambu-Goldstone bosons exceeds the experimental limits on exotic
decays of the Higgs.

The tension that we present in most of the categorization points to the enhanced dis-
crete symmetry point [14] being the parametric space marker having intuitively the largest
set of model building possibilities for electroweak baryogenesis.

In addition to constraints coming from the SM-likeness of the Higgs, it is also interest-
ing to consider the “anomalies” which may point to beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM)
physics. One of the most promising anomalies observed at the LHC is an excess of events
in the loop-induced diphoton decay channel of the Higgs. If the excess can be attributed
to the presence of a BSM scalar field running in the loop, then we utilize our classification
to argue that there is a general tension with electroweak baryogenesis if this scalar field is

– 4 –

Very constrained by LHC !

One adds new scalar coupled to the Higgs 

Katz, Perelstein ’14 
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The (former) EW baryogenesis window in the Minimal Supersymmetric 
Standard Model: A Stop-split supersymmetry spectrumThe MSSM EWBG Spectrum

3

t   , f
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• Stop-split supersymmetry spectrum . . .

from EDM bounds

from Higgs mass bound

for strong 1st order 
phase transition

for sufficient CP 
violation

bounds get relaxed when adding singlets or in BSSM

The light stop scenario: testable at the LHC

EWBG in the MSSM

Requirement #2: New Sources of CP Violation

• Main MSSM source: Higgsinos and Gauginos.

[Carena,Quirós,Seco,Wagner ’02; Lee,Cirigliano,Ramsey-Musolf ’04]

Arg(µM1,2) ! 10−2
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• New CP violation −→ electric dipole moments (EDM)
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Irreducible two-loop contribution (∝ Im(µM2)):

[Chang, Chang, Keung ’02; Pilaftsis ’02]
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Upcoming experiments will probe the EWBG region.

[Balázs,Carena,Menon,DM,Wagner ’04, Lee,Cirigliano,Ramsey-Musolf ’04]

 excluded by recent 

higgs measurements 

and stop searches

see 
1207.6330
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and in addition... EDM constraints on MSSM EW baryogenesis 
(generic in most commonly studied scenarios of EW baryogenesis) 

Electroweak baryogenesis 29

Figure 10. Curves of constant de and dn for MSSM EWBG in the limit of heavy
sfermions [143]. For each curve, �1 is set to the value giving the correct baryon
asymmetry. Reprinted from V. Cirigliano, Y. Li, S. Profumo and M. J. Ramsey-
Musolf, JHEP 1001, 002 (2010) with permission from JHEP.

such diagrams were computed by the authors of Ref. [141] and the corresponding

implications for MSSM baryogenesis delineated in Refs. [142, 143]. Even with the

two-loop suppression and the most optimistic CPV sources computed using the VEV-

insertion approximation, only one CPV phase remains su�ciently unconstrained as to

remain a potentially viable driver of MSSM EWBG: the relative phase of the bino soft

mass parameterM
1

, the soft parameter b and the supersymmetric Higgs mass parameter

µ: �
1

= Arg(M
1

µb⇤). Since �
1

is associated with the presence of the bino degrees of

freedom, it only enters the two-loop graphs involving the �0

k and the exchange of a

(W±, H⌥) pair, representing a small sub-class of the full two-loop diagrams. During the

EWPT, the relevant CP-violating sources would be those involving the Higgsino-bino

processes in Fig. 7, corresponding to “neutralino-driven” EWBG. A summary of the

relation between baryon asymmetry and EDMs of the electron and neutron are given in

Fig. 10 in the region of resonant electroweak gaugino-Higgsino EWBG. As indicated by

the inner most contours, to conclusively test or rule out MSSM EWBG would require

improvements in the sensitivity of EDM searches by roughly two orders of magnitude,

roughly consistent with the goals of the next generation of experiments.

Going beyond the MSSM, it is possible to introduce new CPV interactions in the

scalar sector that could evade present EDM constraints but still generate the CPV

sources as needed for EWBG [144, 145, 146]. The authors of Ref. [144] studied the

CPV sources in the NMSSM and found that the presence of the additional gauge singlet

superfield gives rise to a new CPV source that is second order in the ✏w expansion –

associated with a “semi-classical force” term in kinetic theory – and that may contribute

strongly away from the resonant regime. This source depends on the same CPV phases

as in the MSSM, so one must contend with constraints from EDM searches. At the time

this work was completed, a minimum first and second generation sfermion mass of 1 TeV

was su�cient to evade the existing de,n bounds. More recently, the authors of Ref. [146]

versus

Order of Magnitude Smaller Limit on the Electric Dipole
Moment of the Electron

The ACME Collaboration⇤: J. Baron1, W. C. Campbell2, D. DeMille3, J. M. Doyle1, G. Gabrielse1, Y. V. Gurevich1,⇤⇤, P.
W. Hess1, N. R. Hutzler1, E. Kirilov3,#, I. Kozyryev3,†, B. R. O’Leary3, C. D. Panda1, M. F. Parsons1, E. S. Petrik1, B.
Spaun1, A. C. Vutha4, and A. D. West3

2.5syst)⇥ 10 e cm. This corresponds
to an upper limit of |d

e

| < 8.7⇥ 10�29 e cmwith 90 percent
confidence, an order of magnitude improvement in sensi-

@ 90%CL [1310.7534]
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Figure 9. Two loop EDMs in the MSSM (see Ref. [141] and references therein).
Reprinted with permission from Y. Li, S. Profumo and M. Ramsey-Musolf, Phys.
Rev. D 78, 075009 (2008), copyright 2008 by the American Physical Society.

assuming that any contributions from the QCD ✓-term interaction are su�ciently small

that no cancellations between this source of SM CP-violation and that arising from new

interactions occurs. Contributions from CP-violation associated with the SM CKM

matrix first arise at three (four) loop order for dn and dA (de), implying e↵ects at well-

below the 10�30 e cm level. The next generation of lepton, neutron, and neutral atom

EDM searches aim to improve the level of sensitivity by up to two orders of magnitude in

the short term, while e↵orts to reach even greater sensitivity with storage ring hadronic

EDM searches are underway (for a recent summary of present plans, see e.g., Ref. [138]).

The constraints implied in Eq.(59) generically render EWBG unviable. For the

new particles to be su�ciently abundant in the electroweak plasma at T ⇠ 100 GeV,

their masses should be lighter than ⇠ 500 GeV, implying | sin�| . 0.01. In this case,

the CPV sources in the transport equations discussed in Section 3 are suppressed and

EWBG becomes untenable as a result (cf Figs. 6,8). There exist, however, several paths

to evading the one-loop EDM constraints. In the MSSM, the one-loop EDMs contain one

scalar (e.g. squark or slepton) and one fermionic superpartner (gaugino or Higgsino). By

making one or the other species su�ciently heavy, the one-loop EDMs can be evaded,

thereby relaxing the constraints of Eq.(59) on the CPV phase. At the same time,

the other superpartner species may remain relatively light, enabling its interactions to

generate the CPV sources for electroweak transport dynamics. Large di↵erences in the

scalar and fermion mass spectra have been motivated on other grounds recently, as in the

case of “split SUSY” models [139, 140] that contain heavy first and second generation

sfermions but relatively light Higgsinos and electroweak gauginos. The present generic

LHC lower bounds on the masses of the gluinos and first and second generation squarks

is at least consistent with this scenario.

From the standpoint of CPV for EWBG, one must still consider EDMs generated

at two-loop level, as in the “Barr-Zee” graphs of Fig. 9. Recently, the full set of
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Reprinted with permission from Y. Li, S. Profumo and M. Ramsey-Musolf, Phys.
Rev. D 78, 075009 (2008), copyright 2008 by the American Physical Society.

assuming that any contributions from the QCD ✓-term interaction are su�ciently small

that no cancellations between this source of SM CP-violation and that arising from new

interactions occurs. Contributions from CP-violation associated with the SM CKM

matrix first arise at three (four) loop order for dn and dA (de), implying e↵ects at well-

below the 10�30 e cm level. The next generation of lepton, neutron, and neutral atom

EDM searches aim to improve the level of sensitivity by up to two orders of magnitude in

the short term, while e↵orts to reach even greater sensitivity with storage ring hadronic

EDM searches are underway (for a recent summary of present plans, see e.g., Ref. [138]).

The constraints implied in Eq.(59) generically render EWBG unviable. For the

new particles to be su�ciently abundant in the electroweak plasma at T ⇠ 100 GeV,

their masses should be lighter than ⇠ 500 GeV, implying | sin�| . 0.01. In this case,

the CPV sources in the transport equations discussed in Section 3 are suppressed and

EWBG becomes untenable as a result (cf Figs. 6,8). There exist, however, several paths

to evading the one-loop EDM constraints. In the MSSM, the one-loop EDMs contain one

scalar (e.g. squark or slepton) and one fermionic superpartner (gaugino or Higgsino). By

making one or the other species su�ciently heavy, the one-loop EDMs can be evaded,

thereby relaxing the constraints of Eq.(59) on the CPV phase. At the same time,

the other superpartner species may remain relatively light, enabling its interactions to

generate the CPV sources for electroweak transport dynamics. Large di↵erences in the

scalar and fermion mass spectra have been motivated on other grounds recently, as in the

case of “split SUSY” models [139, 140] that contain heavy first and second generation

sfermions but relatively light Higgsinos and electroweak gauginos. The present generic

LHC lower bounds on the masses of the gluinos and first and second generation squarks

is at least consistent with this scenario.

From the standpoint of CPV for EWBG, one must still consider EDMs generated

at two-loop level, as in the “Barr-Zee” graphs of Fig. 9. Recently, the full set of

one-loop results 

if a positive measurement is done, the CPV source might be singled out 

φA = arg (Af Mj ) 

φj = arg (µMjb*) 
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Easily seen in effective field theory approach:
 Add a non-renormalizable Φ6 term to the  SM Higgs  potential and allow a negative quartic coupling

 “strength” of the transition does not rely on the one-loop thermally generated negative self cubic Higgs coupling

V (⇥) = µ2
h|⇥|2 � �|⇥|4 +

|⇥|6
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Figure 4: Plot of the ratio ⌅n = ⇧⌃(Tn)⌃/Tn characterizing the strength of the phase transition
using the thermal mass approximation of [2] (left) and the complete one-loop potential
(right). The contours are for ⌅n = {1, 2, 3, 4} from top to bottom. f is the decay constant
of the strong sector the Higgs emerges from, and mh is the physical Higgs mass.

detailed in this article. We compare these results with the sensitivities of current gravity
wave detectors, and of proposed gravity wave detectors of the future.

3.2.1 Characterizing the spectrum

Previous studies [24, 25, 26] of the gravity wave spectrum culminate in showing that it can
be fully characterized by the knowledge of only two parameters derived ultimately from the
e�ective potential6. The first one is the rate of time-variation of the nucleation rate, named
⇥. Its inverse gives the duration of the phase transition, therefore defining the characteristic
frequency of the spectrum. The second important parameter, �, measures the ratio of the
latent heat to the energy density of the dominant kind, which is radiation at the epoch
considered: � ⇥ ⇤/⇧rad. They are both numerically computed from the e�ective action S3/T
at the nucleation temperature as follows. The time-dependence of the rate of nucleation is
mainly concentrated in the e�ective action and ⇥ is defined by ⇥ ⇥ �dSE/dt

��
tn

. Using the

6This conclusion is valid under the assumption of detonation. However, in practice the bubble expand in
a thermal bath and not in the vacuum and friction e�ects taking place in the plasma slow down the bubble
velocity. Therefore, it might be important to consider the deflagration regime as in Ref. [27]. When the
phase transition is weakly first order, we obtained under the approximations of [28] a wall velocity lower
than the speed of sound. However, in the interesting region where the phase transition gets stronger, we
approach the detonation regime and the approximations of [28] have to be refined to accurately compute the
wall velocity.
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Λ
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region where EW phase 
transition is 1st order

strong enough 
for EW baryogenesis 

if Λ      1.3 TeV�

Delaunay-Grojean-Wells ’08
Grojean-Servant-Wells ’04

 Higgs mass measurement does not constrain the nature of the 
EW phase transition
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at a Hadron Collider at an e+ e-  Linear Collider

but Typically large deviations to the Higgs self-couplings

where

deviations between a factor 0.7 and 2

The dotted lines delimit 
the region for a strong 1rst 
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Gravity wave signals from 1st order 
cosmological phase transitions
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of
the dark QCD model. Baryon and
dark matter asymmetries are shared
via a mediator X

d

resulting in an
asymmetry in the stable dark baryons
p
d

, n
d

. The symmetric relic density
is annihilated e�ciently into dark pi-
ons, which eventually decay into SM
particles. The DM number density is
naturally of the same order as that of
baryons, so the correct DM relic den-
sity is obtained when the dark baryon
masses are in the 10 GeV range.
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Table 1: Particle content relevant for phenomenology. We use the Z
d

as a toy model and leave
detailed study to future work.

model for studying dark sector properties, but we leave detailed studies of its phenomenology at

the LHC to future work. The full particle content is summarized in Tab. 1.

For the scalar mediator with the hypercharge assignment in Tab. 1, the only allowed Yukawa

type coupling is of the form [12]
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+ h.c. (2)

where q
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are the right-handed down-type SM quarks and  is a n
f

⇥3 matrix of Yukawa couplings.

Such couplings could in general lead to large flavor violating processes, but can be brought into

agreement with experimental bounds if dark flavor originates from the same dynamics as the SM

flavor structure or certainly if flavor symmetries are imposed on the dark sector [43–45]. For

definiteness, the fundamental Lagrangian which defines the model at high scales is given by
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where Gµ⌫
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is the dark gluon field strength tensor, and the covariant derivatives contain the

couplings to the gauge fields.

For the vector mediator, we assume that it couples vectorially to SM and dark quarks with

couplings g
q

and g
d

. While here we assume that Z
d

originates from a U(1) symmetry broken at

the TeV scale, it could in principle also originate from a non-abelian horizontal symmetry as in

Ref. [31], where the Sphaleron associated with this gauge interaction is used to connect the dark

matter with the baryon asymmetry.
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FIG. 3. GW spectra ⌦(f)h2 for T⇤ = 0.1 GeV (SIMP), T⇤ = 3 GeV (CDM1, TH models), T⇤ = 300 GeV and T⇤ = 10 TeV
(CDM2 models). The upper (lower) edges of the contours correspond to � = H (� = 10H), and furthermore v = 1 and ⌦S⇤ = 0.1
for all curves. The projected reach of several planned GW detection experiments is shown (dashed lines).

sensitive to the tails of signals that peak at lower frequency,
like the T⇤ = 3 GeV band in Fig. 3. An interesting feature
here is that the frequencies shift to larger values with
(�/H), which partially compensates the overall (H/�)2

drop of the signal in the high frequency tails. Therefore
satellite based experiments have the potential to probe a
large range of PT temperatures from few GeV to 100s of
TeV.

A distinct feature of GW signals is that it directly
probes the gravitational e↵ects of new physics sectors,
whereas dark matter direct detection or collider experi-
ments have to rely on su�ciently strong non-gravitational
interactions of the dark sectors through mediator par-
ticles. All of the models introduced in Sec. remain
viable even if the masses or couplings of the mediators
are adjusted such that their detection becomes di�cult
in current collider and DM detection experiments. The
non-observation of new physics in the near future would
therefore not exclude the possibility of observing a GW
signal from a dark sector. This is very di↵erent from
e.g. models of strong EWPT [89–91], which could be in
trouble if no new physics is discovered at the LHC.

Finally it is worth noting that perturbative unitar-
ity constrains the mass of thermal DM to be below
110 TeV [92, 93], beyond the reach of the next generation
of collider experiments. For composite non-perturbative
DM this limit does not apply directly, instead a lower
bound on the radius of the extended object can be ob-
tained, R . (100 TeV)�1. It is reasonable to expect
the radius R to be of order of the inverse mass, which
again implies an upper bound on the DM mass of order
100 TeV. GW signals could therefore be a unique probe

of the thermal DM paradigm.

CONCLUSIONS

Models beyond the SM with a confining dark sector can
lead to unexpected phenomenological signatures. Here we
have explored the possibility to detect gravitational waves
due to a first order phase transition at the confinement
scale ⇤d. The main messages from this paper are:

• Di↵erent from QCD, dark sectors with QCD-like
interactions can undergo strong first order PTs, with
only mild constraints on the particle content.

• Several classes of new physics models that are cur-
rently being explored fulfil the criteria for first order
PTs. The physics problems these models are try-
ing to address, either dark matter or naturalness,
constrain the confinement scales and therefore the
temperature range of the phase transition.

• The GW signals originating from these dark phase
transitions are in the detectable frequency range
of future GW experiments, either at (E)LISA and
BBO for high scale models, or in PTA experiments
for the lower end of the spectrum.

Depending on other aspects of the model, GW signals
will either provide complementary information about the
models in question, or might even be the the best option
to find evidence for these models of new physics.

It will be interesting to further study the PT in strongly
coupled systems, to obtain a more precise understanding
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modifications of higgs couplings at colliders

sufficient, based on existing studies for precision measurements of higgs self-couplings. Remarkably,
the fact that this scenario is testable at the SPPC/FCC demonstrates that it may be possible to postulate
a “no-lose” theorem for EWBG with future colliders.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the Z
2

symmetric singlet scalar model
and the two-dimensional parameter plane that illustrates its entire phenomenology. Section 3 contains
our analyses of the one-step and two-step phase transitions which enable EWBG in this model. Sec-
tions 4 and 5 examine direct and indirect signatures of the singlet scalar at colliders, and show how
the discovery potential overlaps with the EWBG-favored regions of parameter space. We consider
cosmological constraints on the singlet in Section 6 and show that, under certain assumptions, the en-
tire parameter space can be excluded by future direct detection experiments. Renormalization group
(RG) evolution and the implications of strong couplings are discussed in Section 7. We summarize
our findings and discuss implications in Section 8.

2 A “Nightmare Scenario” for a Strong Electroweak Phase Transition

Our putative nightmare scenario is constructed to hide the effects of a strong first-order phase transi-
tion, as discussed in Section 1.

2.1 Model Definition

We define our model by the following most general renormalizable tree-level higgs potential for the
SM higgs and a single real scalar:

V
0

= �µ2|H|2 + �|H|4 + 1

2

µ2

SS
2

+ �HS |H|2S2

+

1

4

�SS
4. (2.1)

After substituting H = (G+, (h+iG0

)/
p
2) and focusing on the field h which becomes the SM higgs

after acquiring a VEV1, this becomes

V
0

= �1

2

µ2h2 +
1

4

�h4 +
1

2

µ2

SS
2

+

1

2

�HSh
2S2

+

1

4

�SS
4. (2.2)

This scenario of adding a singlet with a Z
2

symmetry to the SM has been well-studied in a variety
of different contexts [50–56]. In this work, we focus on adding one real singlet with a mass larger
than mh/2 to avoid exotic higgs decays, and an unbroken Z

2

symmetry under which S ! �S to
avoid singlet-higgs mixing. In our choice of parametrization, the higgs acquires a VEV hhi = v =

µ/
p
� ⇡ 246 GeV and a mass at tree-level mh =

p
2µ ⇡ 125 GeV. In Section 3 we adopt

renormalization conditions to ensure that loop corrections do not change these values from their tree-
level expectation. Therefore we can define the higgs Lagrangian parameters � =

m2

h
2v2

⇡ 0.129 and
µ =

mhp
2

⇡ 88.4 GeV.

2.2 Physical Parameter Space

The model is determined by three new parameters, µS ,�HS and �S . However, in the context of our
nightmare scenario, it is straightforward to show that all relevant physics can be recast into the simple
two-dimensional plane of the physical singlet mass and its coupling to the higgs.

1For simplicity, we use h for the neutral real component of H as well as the SM higgs.
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Figure 1: Pictorial representation of our scenario.

composite inert Higgs. The last section is devoted to conclusions.

2 Two Composite Higgs Doublets as PNGBs

2.1 General Structure

The basic structure of our composite-Higgs scenario is as follows. As depicted in figure 1, there exists a

new sector, that we denote as “strong”, or “strongly-interacting” sector, which is endowed with a global

group G of symmetry, spontaneously broken to H ⇤ G. As such, the strong sector delivers a set of massless

Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGB). The only constraints on the choice of the G/H coset that characterizes

the strong sector are of phenomenological nature and they are rather mild, a priori. The main requirement,

needed to avoid generic large contributions to the T -parameter, is that the unbroken group must contain

a “custodial” SO(4) ⇥= SU(2) � SU(2) symmetry, H ⌅ SO(4), and at least one Higgs 4-plet (i.e., a 4 of

SO(4)) must be present. Compatibly with these basic requirements, several cosets exist. The smallest ones,

chosen so that H is a maximal subgroup of G, are present in table 1. Other cosets, with non-maximal

G H NG NGBs rep.[H] = rep.[SU(2)� SU(2)]
SO(5) SO(4) 4 4 = (2,2)
SO(6) SO(5) 5 5 = (1,1) + (2,2)
SO(6) SO(4) � SO(2) 8 4+2 + 4̄�2 = 2� (2,2)
SO(7) SO(6) 6 6 = 2� (1,1) + (2,2)
SO(7) G2 7 7 = (1,3) + (2,2)
SO(7) SO(5) � SO(2) 10 100 = (3,1) + (1,3) + (2,2)
SO(7) [SO(3)]3 12 (2,2,3) = 3� (2,2)
Sp(6) Sp(4) � SU(2) 8 (4,2) = 2� (2,2), (2,2) + 2� (2,1)
SU(5) SU(4) � U(1) 8 4�5 + 4̄+5 = 2� (2,2)
SU(5) SO(5) 14 14 = (3,3) + (2,2) + (1,1)

Table 1: Cosets G/H from simple Lie groups, with H maximal subgroup of G. For each coset, its dimension NG and the
NGBs representation under H and SO(4) ⇥ SU(2)L � SU(2)R are reported. For Sp(6)/SU(2) � Sp(4), two embeddings are
possible, we will be interested only in the first one, which leads to two Higgs 4-plets.

subgroups, can be obtained from table 1 in a stepwise fashion G ⇧ H ⇧ H ⇥ etc.. The coset SO(6)/SO(4),

for instance, arises from the breaking SO(6) ⇧ SO(5) ⇧ SO(4). Besides two (2,2) Higgs 4-plets, this coset

4
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3 The Higgs quench from the dilaton

The quenching time tq is defined as the time when the Higgs mass turns negative.
The speed of the quench or quenching parameter is a dimensionless velocity parameter

characterizing the rate of change of the e↵ective Higgs mass squared at the time of quenching.

u ⌘ 1

m3
H

dµ2
e↵

dt

����
T=Tq

(27)

Cold baryogenesis requires u & 0.1 In the SM, the e↵ective Higgs mass varies solely because
of the cooling of the universe. Using d/dt = �HTd/dT and Tq ⇠ µ ⇠ 100 GeV, the
quenching parameter is then

uSM ⇠ 1

µ3

d

dt
(µ2 � cT 2)

����
T=Tq

⇠ H

µ

����
Tq

⇠ TEW

MP l

⇠ 10�16 (28)

This situation can be changed radically if the Higgs mass is controlled by the time-varying
vev of an additional field � e.g.

µ2
e↵(t) = µ2 � ����

2(t). (29)

Then
u ⇠ ���

1/2µ�2 �̇|tq . (30)

From energy conservation (�̇)2 ⇠ O(V ) ⇠ µ4 and we see that we can naturally get order 1
quenching parameter as it is no longer controlled but the Hubble parameter. This additional
coupling of the Higgs is what the cold baryogenesis scenario assumes. The goal of this paper
is to provide a natural motivation for such an assumption. Earlier proposal rely on adhoc
potential in which the masses pf the scalars are not protected. Instead, we show that the
mechanism can be implemented in a well-motivated framework where the smallness of the
scalar masses is under control and does not require fine-tuning.

This is a follow-up on our previous work where we already made these claims.
We now make these statements more precise and explicit.
In the case where � is the dilaton/radion we actually have:

V = V (�) +
�

4
(�2 � c�2)2 (31)

where
c = vp/k (32)

where vp is the Higgs vev in the 5D

5

(e.g. Randall-Sundrum scenario)
Higgs vev controlled by dilaton vev

a scale invariant function modulated by a slow evolution 
through the        term

similar to Coleman-Weinberg mechanism where a slow 
Renormalization Group evolution of potential parameters can 

generate widely separated scales

for   |ε|<<1

V (�) = �4 ⇥ f(�✏) (33)

�✏ (34)

4 Size of strong CP violation in the early universe

The axion dynamics is the same as usual. It starts after the QCD phase transition. And we
precisely care about what happens at the time of this transition. When the axion field starts
rolling down its potential, the field value is large, leading to large CP violation. Kuzmin et al
say, ”the only way to use strong CP violation for baryogenesis is to diminish the temperature
of the EW phase transition” and this is precisely what the dilaton is doing for us. The axion
needs to have a mass otherwise e↵ectively there is e↵ectively no CP violation and therefore
we want the QCD chiral phase transition and EW phase transition to happen at the same
tim

The axion mass is strongly suppressed at temperatures above the QCD scale ⇤QCD but
turns on rapidly when the temperature approaches ⇤QCD, as the non-perturbative QCD
e↵ects associated with instantons have amplitudes proportional to

e�2⇡↵s(T ) ⇡
✓
⇤QCD

T

◆11� 2
3Nf

(35)

where Nf is the number of quark flavors with mass below T. Below ⇤QCD, the axion mass
is suppressed as (⇤QCD/T )4

5 Dilaton constraints

8⇡g⇤T 4
reh

30
= �V (36)

�V ⇠ m2
dh�i2 (37)

Treh < 130 GeV (38)

6 Conclusion

We have shown that the QCD axion could play a key role in providing the new source of
CP violation, in this sense linking the origin of dark matter to that of the matter antimatter
asymmetry of the universe. This can be achieved provided that the EW phase atrnsiton is
delayed due to a higgs-dilaton coupling. The nearly conformal dynamics which protects the
EW scale therefore naturally provides the condition for Higgs quenching as needed in the
framework of cold baryogenesis.

baryogenesis and dark matter could be accounted in a simple
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CP violation, in this sense linking the origin of dark matter to that of the matter antimatter
asymmetry of the universe. This can be achieved provided that the EW phase atrnsiton is
delayed due to a higgs-dilaton coupling. The nearly conformal dynamics which protects the
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The position of the maximum μ+  and of the minimum μ-

can be very far apart in contrast with standard 
polynomial potentials where they are of the same order

a temperature when

S3/T ≈ log
T 4

H4
≈ 140. (6)

In order to realize several e-folds of inflation, the onset of the phase transition and bubble
nucleation should happen at a temperature that is several orders smaller than the critical
temperature when the symmetric and broken phase are degenerate. Since S3 is of electroweak
scale and well-behaved as a function of T , its derivative ∂T S3/T is likewise of electroweak
scale ρ such that

β/H = T
d

dT

S3

T

!

!

!

!

Tn

≈
Tn

ρ
, (7)

what is small for Tn ≪ ρ. The parameter β quantifies the inverse duration of the phase
transition and this implies that in average there is at most one bubble nucleated per Hubble
volume and percolation never happens.

In the following we will discuss how the conformal phase transition in a five-dimensional
brane setup can indeed lead to several e-folds of inflation. In the 5D picture the radion is
stabilized by a bulk scalar with a relatively small mass. In the 4D picture this corresponds
to a balance between a marginal and a slightly irrelevant deformation of the gluon sector of
the CFT. The resulting effective potential of the radion is of the form

V (µ) = µ4P ((µ/µ0)
ϵ). (8)

The field µ is a reparametrization of the brane separation r

µ = l−1e−r/l (9)

with a standard kinetic term and l is related to the 5D curvature and is of Planck scale.
The function P is roughly polynomial and parametrizes the extrema of the potential. The
position of the extrema µ± of V depend on the specific parameters but are given by

µϵ
+ ! µϵ

− ! 1. (10)

The smallness of ϵ (of O(1/10)) is then used to generate the hierarchy between the Planck
and the electroweak scale, µ− ≪ l−1, but also implies µ+ ≪ µ− and the potential is nearly
conformal between those widely spread values.

This construction leads to a tunnel action that is rather well-behaved as a function of µϵ

and not of µ. This way it is possible to achieve a small nucleation temperature in combination
with percolation and a rather small duration of the phase transition

β/H = T
d

dT

S3

T

!

!

!

!

Tn

" 1. (11)

An example is given in Fig. 1 where the tunnel action is plotted for a specific Goldberger-
Wise potential (taken from ref. [32]) in comparison with an action as it e.g. occurs in the
electroweak phase transition in supersymmetric extensions of the SM.

Let us be a little bit more quantitative. The tunnel action can be calculated by deter-
mining the bounce solution [43, 44] in the potential (8). An accurate approximation can be
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Figure 1: Comparison of a typical polynomial potential given here by λ(µ2 − µ2
0)

2 + 1
Λ2 (µ2 − µ2

0)
3

with a nearly conformal potential of the type of eq. (1). Both have a minimum at µmin ∼ 1.2 TeV.
For the usual polynomial potential µmax/µmin ∼ O(1), unless coefficients are fine-tuned while for
the potential (1) with |ϵ| < 1, one can easily get a shallow potential with widely separated extrema.
In this particular example |ϵ| = 0.2. The • indicates the position of the maxima.

that the scalar effective potential describing symmetry breaking is a scale invariant function
modulated by a slow evolution:

V (µ) = µ4P

! "

µ

µ0

#ϵ $

, (1)

similarly to the Coleman-Weinberg potential where a slow RG evolution of the potential
parameters can generate very separated scales. P is a polynomial function reflecting some
explicit breaking of conformal invariance by turning on some coupling of dimension −ϵ. This
potential generically has a minimum at µ− ̸= 0. We are interested in the case where |ϵ| is
small so that we have an almost marginal deformation of the CFT. If ϵ > 0 symmetry
breaking results from a balance between two operators unlike in QCD where it is driven by
the blow-up of the gauge coupling [5, 6]. For |ϵ| ≪ 1, a large hierarchy is generated.

2.1 Cosmological properties of a nearly conformal scalar potential

This class of potentials leads to some unique cosmological properties. In particular, it leads
to a strongly first-order phase transition. What makes the nearly conformal potentials special
is the fact that the positions of the maximum µ+ and of the minimum µ− can be very far
apart in contrast with standard polynomial potentials where they are of the same order,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. This makes the temperature dependence of the tunneling action
behave very differently from the case of standard polynomial potentials. The nucleation
temperature Tn is determined by the tunneling point µr (also called release point), which
is located behind the barrier, somewhere between the maximum and the minimum of the
potential. For a standard polynomial potential, µ+ and µ− are of the same order and the

3
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to a strongly first-order phase transition. What makes the nearly conformal potentials special
is the fact that the positions of the maximum µ+ and of the minimum µ− can be very far
apart in contrast with standard polynomial potentials where they are of the same order,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. This makes the temperature dependence of the tunneling action
behave very differently from the case of standard polynomial potentials. The nucleation
temperature Tn is determined by the tunneling point µr (also called release point), which
is located behind the barrier, somewhere between the maximum and the minimum of the
potential. For a standard polynomial potential, µ+ and µ− are of the same order and the
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position of the 
maximum

tunneling point is of the same order as the value of the field at the minimum of the potential.
For a nearly conformal potential, the two extrema are widely separated and as we will show,
the release point can be as low as µr !

√
µ+µ− ≪ µ−. Since the nucleation temperature

Tn ∝ µr, we can get a very small Tn compared to the vacuum expectation value of the scalar
field µ− and therefore several efolds of inflation.

Typically, an extended phase of inflation (at least several efolds) cannot be ended by a
first-order phase transition. This is the well-known graceful exit problem of old inflation
which results from the following argument: for a generic free energy V (φ, T ) the tunnel
action S3/T is a “well-behaved” (meaning roughly polynomial) function of the temperature
T . The first nucleated bubbles appear when the temperature satisfies, in terms of the Hubble
constant H ,

S3/T ≈ log
T 4

H4
. (2)

At the weak scale, this corresponds to S3/T ≈ 140. In order to realize several efolds of infla-
tion, the onset of the phase transition and bubble nucleation should happen at a temperature
Tn that is several orders of magnitude smaller than the critical temperature Tc defined as
the temperature at which the symmetric and broken phase are degenerate.

If S3 is a well-behaved function of T , characterized by the energy scale µ0 ∼ Tc, its
derivative ∂T (S3/T ) is likewise and the parameter β which quantifies the inverse duration of
the phase transition satisfies

β/H = T
d

dT

S3

T

!

!

!

!

Tn

∼
Tn

µ0

S3

T

!

!

!

!

Tn

. (3)

An extended phase of inflation (for example, Nefolds ∼ log Tc/Tn ∼ 10 → Tn/Tc ∼ 10−4)
corresponds to Tn ≪ µ0 then β/H ≪ 1, which implies that bubbles never percolate and the
phase transition cannot complete and reheating never occurs.

In contrast, the potential (1) leads to a tunneling action that is well-behaved as a function
of µϵ rather than µ. This way it is possible to achieve a small nucleation temperature together
with bubble percolation and a rather long but finite duration of the phase transition for
ϵ ∼ O(1/10)

β/H = T
d

dT

S3

T

!

!

!

!

Tn

∼ ϵ
S3

T

!

!

!

!

Tn

! 1. (4)

An example is given in Fig. 2 where the tunneling action is plotted for a specific Goldberger-
Wise potential [15] (taken from Ref. [11]) in comparison with an action occurring e.g. in the
electroweak phase transition in supersymmetric extensions of the SM.

Let us explain this more quantitatively. The conformal phase transition can be studied
by working in a five-dimensional Anti de Sitter (AdS) space in which the radion is stabilized
by a bulk scalar with a relatively small mass [8–11]. In the 4D picture, this corresponds to a
balance between a marginal and a slightly irrelevant deformation of the gluon sector of the
CFT. At high temperature, the system is in an AdS-Schwarzschild (AdS-S) phase involving
a single ultraviolet (Planck) brane, providing the UV cutoff of the theory. The free energy
of the AdS-S phase is given by

FAdS−S = −4π4(Ml)3T 4, (5)

4

The tunneling value       can be as low as μr
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Baryogenesis from Strong CP violation 

1 Introduction

Understanding the generation of the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe is one of
the key motivations for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). CP violation from the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix in the SM has been shown to be too small to play any
role in electroweak baryogenesis [].While a lot of new sources of CP violation arise in minimal
TeV scale extensions of the SM and have been considered for baryogenesis, it is natural to
wonder whether the CP non conserving term in the SM QCD lagrangian

L = �⇥̄
↵s

8⇡
Gµ⌫aG̃

µ⌫
a , ⇥̄ = ⇥ � arg detMq (1)

could have played a role for baryogenesis.
The CP-violating hetabar term in the QCD lagrangians is constrained today to be smaller

than 10�11 from the absence of a measurable electric dipole moment for the neutron. This si
the so-called strong Cp problem. The ⇥ parameter can be absorbed in the quark masses but
the combination ⇥̄ = ⇥ � arg detMq where Mq is the quark mass matrix, is physical. ⇥ and
arg detMq have have nothing to do which each other and there is no reason why they should
be tuned such that ⇥̄ < 10�9. The QCD vacuum energy depends on ⇥̄ and is minimized at
⇥̄ = 0. Therefore the puzzle is solved if theta bar is promoted to a dynamical field which
relaxes naturally to zero. This is the so-called Peccei-Quinn solution. It postulates a new
global axial symmetry U(1)PQ spontaneously broken by a scalar field � = fa+⇢(x)p

2
eia(x)/fa

and new heavy quarks charged under U(1)PQ will then.
But it is essentially on ly in Ref that the wqauestion was addressed in more details/ (this

possibility was suggested in Mc Lerran)
when ⇥̄ = a(x)/fa is large
Today ! ⇥ ⇠ 10�21

However, it was much larger in the early universe, in the context of the Peccei-Quinn
solution to the strong CP problem.

In this letter, we show that this almost-SM source of CP violation can explain baryoge-
nesis under rather minimal assumptions.

A baryogenesis theory requires a stage of non-equilibirum dynamics in addition to CP-
violation and baryon number violation.

In the SM, the EW phase transition is a crossover and the system stays close to equilib-
rium. For EW baryogenesis to work, the tachyonic transition has to be su�ciently out of
equilibrium. The most popular route for baryogenesis has relied on the possibility that the
EW phase transition is first-order. Another less-known but interesting route is to consider
instead the case where EW symmetry breaking is triggered through a coupling of the Higgs
to a rolling field, resulting in a tachyonic instability. This case is labelled as “Higgs quench-
ing”. In this case, the Higgs mass squared is not turning negative as a simple consequenceof
the cooling of the universe but because of its couping to another field which is rolling down
its potential. Therefore the Higgs is ”forced” to acquire a dev by an extra field.

It has been shown that Higgs quenching leads to the production of unstable EW field
configuration which when decaying lead to Chern-Simons number transitions.

The cold baryogenesis scenario requires 1) large Higgs quenching to produce Higgs wind-
ing number in the first place 2) unsuppressed CP violation at the time of quenching so that a

1
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A coupling of the type ~ 

2

arise via dimensional transmutation, i.e. from an addi-
tional coupling of the axion to the gauge fields of some
strongly coupled hidden sector. Given a dynamical scale
⇤H in this hidden sector, the axion mass is then of
O �

⇤2

H/fa
�
. For consistency, we require ma to be smaller

than H
inf

, the Hubble rate at the end of inflation:

ma . H
inf

. (3)

When inflation is over, the axion field remains practically
at rest until the Hubble parameter drops to H

osc

= ma.
Once the axion field is in motion, the e↵ective Lagrangian
contains the term

L
e↵

� g2
2

32⇡2

a(t)

fa
FF̃ = � a(t)

Nffa
@µ

�
 ̄�µ 

�
(4)

=
@ta(t)

Nffa

�
 ̄�0 

�
+ · · · = µ

e↵

j0 + · · · , (5)

with g
2

being the SU(2) gauge coupling and Nf = 3 the
number of fermion generations in the standard model,
where we have used the anomaly equation in Eq. (4), and
integration by parts in Eq. (5). In the following, we will
absorb Nf in our definition of fa and simply determine
the e↵ective chemical potential as µ

e↵

= ȧ/fa.
Now the necessary conditions for generating a lepton

asymmetry are satisfied. A nonzero e↵ective chemical
potential shifts the energy levels of particles as compared
to antiparticles. If lepton number is not conserved, the
minimum of the free energy in the plasma is reached for a
di↵erent number density of leptons than for antileptons,
i.e. for nL ⌘ n` � n

¯` 6= 0. Instead, if the lepton number
violation is very rapid, the minimum of the free energy
is obtained for an equilibrium number density of

neq

L =
4

⇡2

µ
e↵

T 2. (6)

Lepton number violation is mediated by the exchange
of right-handed neutrinos. In contrast to thermal lepto-
genesis [13], we will assume all heavy right-handed neu-
trino masses to be close to the scale of grand unification
(GUT), Mi ⇠ O �

10�1 · · · 1�⇤
GUT

⇠ 1015 · · · 1016 GeV,
so that the heavy neutrinos are never thermally pro-
duced on the mass shell, i.e. T ⌧ Mi at all times. In
the expanding universe, the evolution of the lepton num-
ber density nL is described by the Boltzmann equation

ṅL + 3HnL ' �4neq

` �
e↵

(nL � neq

L ) , (7)

where neq

` = 2/⇡2 T 3 and with �
e↵

⌘ h�
�L=2

vi denoting
the thermally averaged cross section of two-to-two scat-
tering processes with heavy neutrinos in the intermediate
state that violate the lepton number by two units,

�L = 2 : `i`j $ HH , `iH $ ¯̀
jH̄ , (8)

`Ti =
�
⌫i ei

�
, HT =

�
h
+

h
0

�
, i, j = 1, 2, 3 .

We note that the term proportional to neq

L now acts as a
novel production term for the lepton asymmetry, as long
as the axion field is in motion. For center-of-mass ener-
gies much smaller than the heavy neutrino mass scale,p
s ⌧ Mi, the e↵ective cross section �

e↵

is practically
fixed by the experimental data on the light neutrino sec-
tor [14], assuming the seesaw mass matrix [15]:

�
e↵

⇡ 3

32⇡

m̄2

v4
ew

' 1⇥ 10�31 GeV�2 , m̄2 =
3X

i=1

m2

i , (9)

where v
ew

' 174GeV and where we have assumed that
the sum of the light neutrino masses squared is of the
same order of magnitude as the atmospheric neutrino
mass di↵erence, �m2

atm

' 2.4⇥ 10�3 eV2 [16].
For a

0

⌧ M
Pl

, and as long as H � ma, i.e. prior to the
onset of the axion oscillations, the axion energy density
⇢a is much smaller than the total energy density ⇢

tot

=
⇢'+ ⇢R + ⇢a ⇡ ⇢'+ ⇢R, where ⇢' and ⇢R are the energy
densities of the inflaton and of radiation. Reheating is
described by a system of equations:

⇢̇' + 3H⇢' = ��'⇢' , ⇢̇R + 4H⇢R = +�'⇢' , (10)

H2 ⌘ �
Ṙ/R

�
2

=
⇢
tot

3M2

Pl

, ⇢
tot

⇡ (⇢' + ⇢R) , (11)

where �' is the inflaton decay rate. The inflaton must
not decay before the end of inflation, which implies

�' . H
inf

. (12)

The solution for the temperature, T 4 ⌘ ⇡2/3/g⇤ ⇢R,
according to Eqs. (10) and (11) shows the following char-
acteristic behavior: within roughly one Hubble time after
the end of inflation, T quickly rises to its maximal value,

T
max

' 5⇥ 1013 GeV

✓
�'

109 GeV

◆
1/4✓

H
inf

1011 GeV

◆
1/2

, (13)

after which the temperature decreases because the en-
ergy density is dominated by the inflaton oscillations
(which scale as matter). During reheating, the tempera-
ture drops as T / R�3/8 until radiation comes to dom-
inate at time t = t

rh

' ��1

' , when ⇢R = ⇢', and the
reheating temperature is

T
rh

' 2⇥ 1013 GeV

✓
�'

109 GeV

◆
1/2

. (14)

After the end of reheating, i.e. for t > t
rh

, the expansion
is then driven by relativistic radiation and the tempera-
ture simply decreases adiabatically, T / R�1. In the case
of a large axion decay constant, this phase of radiation
domination, however, does not last all the way to the time
of primordial nucleosynthesis. Instead, the axion comes
to dominate the total energy density at some time prior
to its decay, which marks the beginning of yet another

will induce from the motion of the axion field a chemical 
potential for baryon number given by 

This is non-zero only once the axion starts to oscillate after it 
gets a potential around the QCD phase transition.

@ta(t)

fa

EW field strength

Time variation of axion field can be CP violating source for 
baryogenesis if EW phase transition is supercooled
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Cold Baryogenesis
main idea: 

During quenched EWPT, SU(2) textures can be produced. 
They can lead to B-violation when they decay. 
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conditions for successful cold baryogenesis. We estimate the resulting baryon asymmetry in
Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2 Cold electroweak baryogenesis

The main idea of cold baryogenesis relies on the evolution of winding number and Chern-
Simons number in a fast tachyonic electroweak transition. In the ‘standard’ picture (see
e.g. [19]), the EW phase transition is triggered by a rapid change in the Higgs mass (“quench-
ing”) in a nearly empty Universe. This can be arranged for instance in a low-scale inverted
hybrid inflation scenario where the inflaton is coupled to the Higgs [35, 36, 22–24]. The
resulting tachyonic instability leads to strongly out-of-equilibrium conditions with an expo-
nential growth of occupation numbers in the Higgs fields and after a short while the system
becomes classical. The SU(2) orientation of the Higgs field is inhomogeneous in space such
that different regions approach different minima in the Higgs potential, similar to a spin-
odal decomposition. The dynamics of the system can lead to substantial changes in the
Chern-Simons number of the SU(2) gauge fields

NCS = −
1

16π2

!

d3x ϵijk Tr

"

Ai

#

Fjk +
2i

3
AjAk

$%

, (2)

and can therefore induce baryon number violation via the quantum anomaly that relates a
change in baryon number B to a change in Chern-Simons number NCS

∆B = 3∆NCS. (3)

The key point is that the dynamics of the Chern-Simons number is linked to the dynamics
of the Higgs field via the Higgs winding number

NH =
1

24π2

!

d3x ϵijk Tr
&

∂iΩΩ
−1∂jΩΩ

−1∂kΩΩ
−1
'

, (4)

where Ω is given by the elements of the usual SU(2) Higgs doublet φ of the SM :

ρ√
2
Ω = (ϵφ∗,φ) =

#

φ∗
2 φ1

−φ∗
1 φ2

$

, ρ2 = 2(φ∗
1φ1 + φ∗

2φ2). (5)

Both the winding number and the Chern-Simons number change under large gauge trans-
formations. However, the variations ∆NCS, ∆NH and the difference

δN ≡ NCS −NH , (6)

are gauge invariant. In the vacuum, δN = 0. A texture is a configuration which has δN ̸= 0,
with a Higgs length ρ that is equal to its vacuum value everywhere and which only carries
gradient energy. In the absence of gauge fields, textures are not stable configurations but
shrink quickly [37] and the vacuum configuration is the constant Higgs field with vanishing
winding number.

Cold electroweak baryogenesis is based on gauged textures of the electroweak gauge sector
of the SM [38]. A gauged texture is also unstable and its evolution depends on its length

3
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Cold baryogenesis in a nutshell

EW symmetry breaking is triggered  through a coupling of the Higgs to a rolling field

Higgs mass squared is not turning negative as a simple consequence of the cooling of 
the universe  but because  of its coupling to another field which is rolling down its 

potential. The Higgs is "forced" to acquire a vev by an extra field -> Higgs quenching
 

 It has been shown that Higgs quenching leads to the production of unstable EW field 
configuration which when decaying lead to Chern-Simons number transitions.

V (σ, φ) =
λ

4
(φ2 − v2)2 +

1

2
m̃2σ2 +

1

2
g2σ2φ2 . (1)

During inflation, the inflaton is large, σ ≫ σc ≡ M/g,
and the effective mass of φ is, therefore, large and pos-
itive. As a consequence, the Higgs field is fixed at
φ = 0 and does not contribute to the metric perturba-
tions that gave rise to the observed CMB anisotropies.
As the inflaton field slowly rolls in the effective potential
V (σ) = V0 + m̃2σ2/2, it will generate the perturbations
observed by COBE on large scales [16]. Eventually, the
inflaton reaches σ = σc, where the Higgs has an effective
zero mass, and at this point the quantum fluctuations of
the Higgs field trigger the electroweak symmetry break-
ing and inflation ends. The number of e-folds of inflation
required to solve the horizon and flatness problems is
given by

Ne ≃ 34 + ln
! Trh

100 GeV

"

. (2)

The fluctuations seen by COBE on the largest scales
could have arisen in this model, Ne ≃ 34 e-folds before
the end of inflation. The observed amplitude and tilt of
CMB temperature anisotropies [16,17], δT/T ≃ 2×10−5,
and n−1 <∼ 0.1, imposes the following constraints on the
model parameters [18]:

g
! v

MPl

"3 M2

m̃2
≃ 1.2 × 10−5 , (3)

n − 1 =
1

π

!MPl

v

"2 m̃2

M2
< 0.1 . (4)

For example, for v = 246 GeV (the electroweak symmetry
breaking vacuum expectation value), λ ≃ 1, and g ≃ 0.1,
we find m̃ ≃ 2 × 10−12 eV, and it turns out that the
spectrum is essentially scale-invariant, n−1 ≃ 5×10−14.
These parameters give a negligible rate of expansion dur-
ing inflation, H ≃ 7 × 10−6 eV, and a reheating temper-
ature Trh ≃ 70 GeV. However, the relevant masses for us
here are those in the true vacuum, where the Higgs has
a mass m

H
=

√
2λ v ≃ 350 GeV, and the inflaton field a

mass m = gv ≃ 25 GeV. Such a field, a singlet with re-
spect to the standard model (SM) gauge group, could be
detected at future colliders because of its large coupling
to the Higgs field [19].

Some comments are in order. The consideration car-
ried out below is qualitatively applicable also to a more
complicated theory than the minimal SM. Let us take the
minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) with
an additional singlet field, the inflaton σ, as an example.
There are three SU(2) invariant couplings of the infla-
ton to the Higgs doublets H1 and H2: g11σ2ϵαβHα

1 Hβ
1 ,

g22σ2ϵαβHα
2 Hβ

2 , and g12σ2ϵαβHα
1 Hβ

2 . The Higgs mass
matrix of the MSSM has the eigenvalues that range
from the lightest, ∼ 100 GeV, to the heaviest, roughly,
500 GeV [19]. In general, the inflaton-Higgs interaction is
not diagonal in the basis that diagonalizes the Higgs mass
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FIG. 1. The projected effective potential V (σ)/V0, for the
inflaton field σ/σc after the end of inflation. The dashed line
corresponds to the m2σ2 approximation around the minimum
of the inflaton potential. Due to the shape of the potential at
large σ, initial large-amplitude oscillations of the field σ are
not exactly harmonic.

matrix in the broken-symmetry vacuum. In fact, the en-
tire Higgs mass matrix is important in determining the
conditions for parametric resonance. We will leave the
analysis of multiple Higgs degrees of freedom for future
work because it is too complicated and is not necessary
to illustrate the main idea.

A. Preheating in hybrid inflation

To study the process of parametric resonance after
the end of inflation in this model, let us recall some of
the main features of preheating in hybrid inflation [20].
In hybrid models, after the end of inflation, the two
fields σ and φ start to oscillate around the absolute
minimum of the potential, σ = 0 and φ = v, with
frequencies that are much greater than the rate of ex-
pansion. Other bosonic and fermionic fields coupled to
these may be parametrically amplified until the backre-
action occurs and further rescattering drives the system
to thermal equilibrium. Initially, rescattering of the long-
wavelength modes among themselves drives them to lo-
cal thermal equilibrium, while only a very small fraction
of the short-wavelength modes are excited. The spec-
tral density evolves slowly towards the higher and higher
momenta [21,22]. Eventually, thermalization should oc-
cur through a process that breaks the coherence of the
bosonic modes, e.g. through the decay of the Higgs or
gauge fields into fermions. Such a process is very fast
in the absence of the expansion of the universe. What
prevented the universe from reheating immediately after
inflation in chaotic models was the fact that the rate of
expansion in those models was much larger than the de-
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4.3 Full simulation

In order to capture the full dependence on quench time and Higgs mass, we need to include

the CP-violation completely in the dynamics. Figure 7 shows the average Chern-Simons

number for various quench times. Figure 8 is the corresponding winding number. We notice

that the mass dependence found in [1] is robust, and not a pathology of an instantaneous

quench. For mH = 2mW , the fastest quenches mHtQ = 0, 9 lead to an asymmetry of

opposite sign to δcp. For slower quenches, the noise dominates and we can only conclude

that the final asymmetriy is consistent with zero. In contrast, for mH =
√

2mW , the

asymmetry has the same sign as δcp, and it is maximal for intermediate quench times

mH tQ = 18. Recall also the maximal boosting of ∆cs in section 3 was seen at these quench

times. In both cases, for mHtQ = 36 and larger the asymmetry appears to vanish. This is

all compiled in figure 9 which shows the final asymmetry versus quench time.

4.4 Higgs field zeros

We have observed in earlier work [14, 24] that the final asymmetry in ⟨Ncs⟩ can already be

4Notice that one treats φ†φ as an space-independent chemical potential.
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Cold baryogenesis has been simulated on the lattice 
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Figure 2: Prediction for today’s B asymmetry as a function of the temperature of the EWPT
compared with measured value (dotted line). The case Te↵/Treh = 1 (light gray) and Te↵ ⇠ TEWPT

that would characterize standard EW baryogenesis is unfeasible as Treh ⇠ O(mH) � ⇤QCD. The
cases with Te↵/Treh & 10 can easily account for a large B asymmetry and correspond to a quenched
EWPT, as in cold EW baryogenesis. Each band corresponds to varying the initial angle value ⇥̄i in
the range [10�2, ⇡/2]. Left: ma & 3HEW ⇠ 3 ⇥ 1014 GeV, for oscillations starting at T = 0.3 GeV
in the supercooling era before the EWPT. Right: ma . 3HEW , the axion is frozen to its initial
value until after reheating.

4 The Higgs quench from a Higgs-scalar coupling

The key point in this work is to exploit the fact that e�cient B violation can take place at
temperatures below the sphaleron freese-out temperature, under strong out-of-equilibrium
conditions as provided by a quenched EWPT. We summarize here briefly the main features
of cold baryogenesis and refer the reader to the specific literature for more details [17,21–27].

In the standard picture of cold baryogenesis, the tachyonic transition develops when
the Higgs mass squared m2

eff changes sign rapidly due to a coupling of the Higgs to an
additional scalar field. Just before the EWPT, the universe is relatively cold. The dynamics
of spinodal decomposition has been investigated both analytically and numerically [22, 25,
36–40], typically using infinitely fast quench. The Fourier modes of the Higgs field with
low momentum k < µ are unstable and grow exponentially. The rapid rise of the low
momentum modes and the particle number distribution of the Higgs can be seen by solving
�̈(k, t) + (m2

eff (t) + k2)�(k, t) = 0 and assuming instantaneous quenching: m2
eff = +µ2 at

t < 0 and m2
eff = �µ2 at t > 0, t = 0 being the onset of the transition. This leads to

�(k, t) / exp[
p
µ2 � k2t]. Therefore, the energy of the additional scalar field inducing the

quench is converted into long wavelength modes of the Higgs field which then contain a large
fraction of the total energy of the system. These extended field configurations play a key role
in inducing Chern–Simons transitions (see e.g. [31] for a summarized review and references
therein). It is di�cult to predict the final averaged Chern–Simons number analytically. On
the other hand, although we are far from thermal equilibrium, we can use some e↵ective
sphaleron rate to roughly estimate the e↵ect of dilaton-induced baryon-number violation.
The rate of Chern–Simons transitions can be approximated by that of a system in thermal

9

Axion dynamics during a supercooled EW phase 
transition can lead to baryogenesis

requires a coupling between the Higgs and an 
additional light scalar (dilaton): Testable at the LHC!
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f , with respect to m
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for our benchmark models A and B.

As mentioned in the main text, in addition to the direct detection bounds there are
also collider bounds from the LHC and earlier experiments. The dilaton (roughly) mimics
a Higgs boson, with couplings to massive SM fields suppressed by the factor v/f compared
to that of the Higgs and couplings to massless gauge bosons that involve contributions from
the matter content of the conformal sector. Collider bounds on the dilaton can thus be
obtained by recasting the results of direct production limits from Higgs boson searches. We
use the HiggsBound [44–46] code version 4.1.2, that incorporates all the currently available
experimental analyses from LEP, the Tevatron, and the LHC [44–46].

The resulting collider bounds on the conformal symmetry breaking scale f as a function
of the dilaton mass is presented in Fig. 7 for the two benchmark models A and B defined
in Sec. 2. In obtaining these bounds we assumed, for simplicity, no invisible decay channels
for the dilaton. We can see that the collider bounds are strongly model dependent: model
A has a large coupling to gluons, and thus is very strongly constrained throughout the
parameter space relevant for LHC kinematics. Model B has small couplings to gluons and
photons, and is only weakly constrained for dilaton masses above 200 GeV.

The resulting bound on f can be turned into a bound on m
�

using Fig. 2. For example
the f & 2 TeV bound for m

�

. 400 GeV in model A implies m
�

& 300 GeV, with the
exception for a narrow resonance region.
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Summary of this part

 -In ballpark of best eLISA sensitivity region

- Natural framework for cold EW baryogenesis mechanism 

-Phase transition takes place in vacuum:  maximal Gravity Wave
 signal (no loose of energy in reheating of the plasma)

- Signatures at the LHC (light Higgs-like dilaton with 
suppressed couplings but accessible) 

SM+ 1 singlet scalar: the most minimal and easiest way to get 
a strong 1st order EW phase transition, almost unconstrained 

by experimental data 

●

Dilaton-like potentials: a class of well-motivated and naturally 
strong 1st order phase transitions, with large supercooling

●
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The new idea: 

We show in a model-independent way how the nature of the 
EW phase transition is completely changed when the 

Standard Model Yukawas vary at the same time as the Higgs is 
acquiring its vacuum expectation value. 



Origin of the fermion mass hierarchy?
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We show that the dynamics responsible for the variation of the Yukawa couplings of the Standard Model
fermions generically leads to a very strong first-order electroweak phase transition, assuming that the Yukawa
couplings are large and of order 1 before the electroweak phase transition and reach their present value af-
terwards. There are good motivations to consider that the flavour structure could emerge during electroweak
symmetry breaking, for example if the Froggatt-Nielsen field dynamics were linked to the Higgs field. In this
paper, we do not need to assume any particular theory of flavour and show in a model-independent way how the
nature of the electroweak phase transition is completely changed when the Standard Model Yukawas vary at the
same time as the Higgs is acquiring its vacuum expectation value. The thermal contribution of the fermions cre-
ates a barrier between the symmetric and broken phase minima of the effective potential, leading to a first-order
phase transition. This offers new routes for generating the baryon asymmetry at the electroweak scale, strongly
tied to flavour models.

I. INTRODUCTION

While the Higgs sector has started to be well measured
at the LHC, the nature of the electroweak phase transition
(EWPT) still remains very poorly constrained. In fact, it de-
pends only weakly on the value of the Higgs mass which is
only one parameter of the Higgs potential while the nature
of the EWPT depends mainly on the Higgs cubic and quar-
tic couplings and/or on the Higgs couplings to other scalar
fields. In the Standard Model (SM), the EWPT is a rapid
crossover [1] but minimal extensions of the SM can make it
first-order. The second run of the LHC is going to be an inter-
esting step in providing new probes of models leading to first-
order EWPT, which would have dramatic implications for EW
baryogenesis and therefore our understanding of the origin of
the matter antimatter asymmetry of the universe [2]. The EW
baryogenesis framework relies on the existence of a strongly
first-order EW phase transition [3, 4]. The baryon asymme-
try is produced in the vicinity of the EW symmetry breaking
bubble walls [5] where all three Sakharov conditions [6] are
at work. Particle distributions depart from thermal equilib-
rium and CP-violating currents are converted into baryons by
sphalerons [7, 8].

A variety of mechanisms leading to a first-order EWPT
have been proposed. Only one of them has been severely con-
strained by Higgs measurements. This concerns extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) where the barrier separating the
symmetric and broken phase minima is thermally generated
due to loops of new bosonic modes in the Higgs effective po-
tential, e.g. charged scalars from a non-minimal Higgs sector
or top squarks in the supersymmetric extension of the SM [9].
In contrast, a model where the Higgs potential is modified at
tree level due to the couplings of the Higgs to an additional
singlet, leading to potentially a 2-step EWPT is a very simple
scenario which remains difficult to test, e.g. [10, 11]. Finally,
another interesting class of models leading to a very strong
first-order phase transition which can be probed in the near
future are models where EW symmetry breaking is induced
by a dilaton [12–14], with couplings similar to the Higgs, al-
though relatively suppressed.

We present a different path here. We show that if the
Yukawa couplings yij in the interactions between the SM
fermions and the Higgs boson, yijf

i
L�

(c)
f

j
R, vary during

the EWPT, from a value of order 1 at the beginning of the
EWPT to their present value at the end of the EWPT when
h�i = v/

p
2, this can lead naturally to a very strong first-

order PT.

II. EMERGING FLAVOUR DURING EW SYMMETRY
BREAKING

A variation of the Yukawa couplings during the EWPT
is actually well-motivated when considering how the flavour
structure and fermion mass hierarchy of the SM may emerge.
There are three main mechanisms to describe fermion masses
mf = yfv/

p
2: spontaneously broken abelian flavour sym-

metries as originally proposed by Froggatt and Nielsen [15]
(FN), localisation of the profiles of the fermionic zero modes
in extra dimensions [16] and partial fermion compositeness in
composite Higgs models [17]. The last two scenarios may
be related by holography [18, 19]. The scale M at which
the flavour structure emerges is not a-priori constrained. In
FN constructions, the Yukawa couplings are controlled by the
breaking parameter of a flavour symmetry. A scalar field �

carrying a negative unit of the abelian charge develops a vac-
uum expectation value (VEV) and

yij ⇠ (h�i/M)

�qi+qj+qH
, (1)

where the q’s are the flavor charges of the fermions and the
Higgs. For an appropriate choice of flavour charges and with
h�i/M ⇠ 0.22, measured masses and mixings can be well
described. In most FN constructions, the prejudice is that the
scale M is very high, close to the GUT or Planck scale. How-
ever, it could be lower, and even close to the EW scale [20–
29].

While there is a huge literature on models advocated to ex-
plain the fermion masses [30], there is no study on the asso-
ciated cosmology. On the other hand, in all flavour models,
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1) Spontaneously broken abelian flavour symmetries 
as originally proposed by Froggatt and Nielsen

2 ) Localisation of the profiles of the fermionic zero 
modes in extra dimensions

3) Partial  fermion compositeness in composite 
Higgs models
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While the Higgs sector has started to be well measured
at the LHC, the nature of the electroweak phase transition
(EWPT) still remains very poorly constrained. In fact, it de-
pends only weakly on the value of the Higgs mass which is
only one parameter of the Higgs potential while the nature
of the EWPT depends mainly on the Higgs cubic and quar-
tic couplings and/or on the Higgs couplings to other scalar
fields. In the Standard Model (SM), the EWPT is a rapid
crossover [1] but minimal extensions of the SM can make it
first-order. The second run of the LHC is going to be an inter-
esting step in providing new probes of models leading to first-
order EWPT, which would have dramatic implications for EW
baryogenesis and therefore our understanding of the origin of
the matter antimatter asymmetry of the universe [2]. The EW
baryogenesis framework relies on the existence of a strongly
first-order EW phase transition [3, 4]. The baryon asymme-
try is produced in the vicinity of the EW symmetry breaking
bubble walls [5] where all three Sakharov conditions [6] are
at work. Particle distributions depart from thermal equilib-
rium and CP-violating currents are converted into baryons by
sphalerons [7, 8].

A variety of mechanisms leading to a first-order EWPT
have been proposed. Only one of them has been severely con-
strained by Higgs measurements. This concerns extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) where the barrier separating the
symmetric and broken phase minima is thermally generated
due to loops of new bosonic modes in the Higgs effective po-
tential, e.g. charged scalars from a non-minimal Higgs sector
or top squarks in the supersymmetric extension of the SM [9].
In contrast, a model where the Higgs potential is modified at
tree level due to the couplings of the Higgs to an additional
singlet, leading to potentially a 2-step EWPT is a very simple
scenario which remains difficult to test, e.g. [10, 11]. Finally,
another interesting class of models leading to a very strong
first-order phase transition which can be probed in the near
future are models where EW symmetry breaking is induced
by a dilaton [12–14], with couplings similar to the Higgs, al-
though relatively suppressed.

We present a different path here. We show that if the
Yukawa couplings yij in the interactions between the SM
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is actually well-motivated when considering how the flavour
structure and fermion mass hierarchy of the SM may emerge.
There are three main mechanisms to describe fermion masses
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2: spontaneously broken abelian flavour sym-

metries as originally proposed by Froggatt and Nielsen [15]
(FN), localisation of the profiles of the fermionic zero modes
in extra dimensions [16] and partial fermion compositeness in
composite Higgs models [17]. The last two scenarios may
be related by holography [18, 19]. The scale M at which
the flavour structure emerges is not a-priori constrained. In
FN constructions, the Yukawa couplings are controlled by the
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where the q’s are the flavor charges of the fermions and the
Higgs. For an appropriate choice of flavour charges and with
h�i/M ⇠ 0.22, measured masses and mixings can be well
described. In most FN constructions, the prejudice is that the
scale M is very high, close to the GUT or Planck scale. How-
ever, it could be lower, and even close to the EW scale [20–
29].

While there is a huge literature on models advocated to ex-
plain the fermion masses [30], there is no study on the asso-
ciated cosmology. On the other hand, in all flavour models,
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baryogenesis framework relies on the existence of a strongly
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try is produced in the vicinity of the EW symmetry breaking
bubble walls [5] where all three Sakharov conditions [6] are
at work. Particle distributions depart from thermal equilib-
rium and CP-violating currents are converted into baryons by
sphalerons [7, 8].

A variety of mechanisms leading to a first-order EWPT
have been proposed. Only one of them has been severely con-
strained by Higgs measurements. This concerns extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) where the barrier separating the
symmetric and broken phase minima is thermally generated
due to loops of new bosonic modes in the Higgs effective po-
tential, e.g. charged scalars from a non-minimal Higgs sector
or top squarks in the supersymmetric extension of the SM [9].
In contrast, a model where the Higgs potential is modified at
tree level due to the couplings of the Higgs to an additional
singlet, leading to potentially a 2-step EWPT is a very simple
scenario which remains difficult to test, e.g. [10, 11]. Finally,
another interesting class of models leading to a very strong
first-order phase transition which can be probed in the near
future are models where EW symmetry breaking is induced
by a dilaton [12–14], with couplings similar to the Higgs, al-
though relatively suppressed.

We present a different path here. We show that if the
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where the q’s are the flavor charges of the fermions and the
Higgs. For an appropriate choice of flavour charges and with
h�i/M ⇠ 0.22, measured masses and mixings can be well
described. In most FN constructions, the prejudice is that the
scale M is very high, close to the GUT or Planck scale. How-
ever, it could be lower, and even close to the EW scale [20–
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While there is a huge literature on models advocated to ex-
plain the fermion masses [30], there is no study on the asso-
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at the LHC, the nature of the electroweak phase transition
(EWPT) still remains very poorly constrained. In fact, it de-
pends only weakly on the value of the Higgs mass which is
only one parameter of the Higgs potential while the nature
of the EWPT depends mainly on the Higgs cubic and quar-
tic couplings and/or on the Higgs couplings to other scalar
fields. In the Standard Model (SM), the EWPT is a rapid
crossover [1] but minimal extensions of the SM can make it
first-order. The second run of the LHC is going to be an inter-
esting step in providing new probes of models leading to first-
order EWPT, which would have dramatic implications for EW
baryogenesis and therefore our understanding of the origin of
the matter antimatter asymmetry of the universe [2]. The EW
baryogenesis framework relies on the existence of a strongly
first-order EW phase transition [3, 4]. The baryon asymme-
try is produced in the vicinity of the EW symmetry breaking
bubble walls [5] where all three Sakharov conditions [6] are
at work. Particle distributions depart from thermal equilib-
rium and CP-violating currents are converted into baryons by
sphalerons [7, 8].

A variety of mechanisms leading to a first-order EWPT
have been proposed. Only one of them has been severely con-
strained by Higgs measurements. This concerns extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) where the barrier separating the
symmetric and broken phase minima is thermally generated
due to loops of new bosonic modes in the Higgs effective po-
tential, e.g. charged scalars from a non-minimal Higgs sector
or top squarks in the supersymmetric extension of the SM [9].
In contrast, a model where the Higgs potential is modified at
tree level due to the couplings of the Higgs to an additional
singlet, leading to potentially a 2-step EWPT is a very simple
scenario which remains difficult to test, e.g. [10, 11]. Finally,
another interesting class of models leading to a very strong
first-order phase transition which can be probed in the near
future are models where EW symmetry breaking is induced
by a dilaton [12–14], with couplings similar to the Higgs, al-
though relatively suppressed.

We present a different path here. We show that if the
Yukawa couplings yij in the interactions between the SM
fermions and the Higgs boson, yijf
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metries as originally proposed by Froggatt and Nielsen [15]
(FN), localisation of the profiles of the fermionic zero modes
in extra dimensions [16] and partial fermion compositeness in
composite Higgs models [17]. The last two scenarios may
be related by holography [18, 19]. The scale M at which
the flavour structure emerges is not a-priori constrained. In
FN constructions, the Yukawa couplings are controlled by the
breaking parameter of a flavour symmetry. A scalar field �
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uum expectation value (VEV) and
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where the q’s are the flavor charges of the fermions and the
Higgs. For an appropriate choice of flavour charges and with
h�i/M ⇠ 0.22, measured masses and mixings can be well
described. In most FN constructions, the prejudice is that the
scale M is very high, close to the GUT or Planck scale. How-
ever, it could be lower, and even close to the EW scale [20–
29].

While there is a huge literature on models advocated to ex-
plain the fermion masses [30], there is no study on the asso-
ciated cosmology. On the other hand, in all flavour models,
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I. INTRODUCTION

While the Higgs sector has started to be well measured
at the LHC, the nature of the electroweak phase transition
(EWPT) still remains very poorly constrained. In fact, it de-
pends only weakly on the value of the Higgs mass which is
only one parameter of the Higgs potential while the nature
of the EWPT depends mainly on the Higgs cubic and quar-
tic couplings and/or on the Higgs couplings to other scalar
fields. In the Standard Model (SM), the EWPT is a rapid
crossover [1] but minimal extensions of the SM can make it
first-order. The second run of the LHC is going to be an inter-
esting step in providing new probes of models leading to first-
order EWPT, which would have dramatic implications for EW
baryogenesis and therefore our understanding of the origin of
the matter antimatter asymmetry of the universe [2]. The EW
baryogenesis framework relies on the existence of a strongly
first-order EW phase transition [3, 4]. The baryon asymme-
try is produced in the vicinity of the EW symmetry breaking
bubble walls [5] where all three Sakharov conditions [6] are
at work. Particle distributions depart from thermal equilib-
rium and CP-violating currents are converted into baryons by
sphalerons [7, 8].

A variety of mechanisms leading to a first-order EWPT
have been proposed. Only one of them has been severely con-
strained by Higgs measurements. This concerns extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) where the barrier separating the
symmetric and broken phase minima is thermally generated
due to loops of new bosonic modes in the Higgs effective po-
tential, e.g. charged scalars from a non-minimal Higgs sector
or top squarks in the supersymmetric extension of the SM [9].
In contrast, a model where the Higgs potential is modified at
tree level due to the couplings of the Higgs to an additional
singlet, leading to potentially a 2-step EWPT is a very simple
scenario which remains difficult to test, e.g. [10, 11]. Finally,
another interesting class of models leading to a very strong
first-order phase transition which can be probed in the near
future are models where EW symmetry breaking is induced
by a dilaton [12–14], with couplings similar to the Higgs, al-
though relatively suppressed.

We present a different path here. We show that if the
Yukawa couplings yij in the interactions between the SM
fermions and the Higgs boson, yijf
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(FN), localisation of the profiles of the fermionic zero modes
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composite Higgs models [17]. The last two scenarios may
be related by holography [18, 19]. The scale M at which
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where the q’s are the flavor charges of the fermions and the
Higgs. For an appropriate choice of flavour charges and with
h�i/M ⇠ 0.22, measured masses and mixings can be well
described. In most FN constructions, the prejudice is that the
scale M is very high, close to the GUT or Planck scale. How-
ever, it could be lower, and even close to the EW scale [20–
29].

While there is a huge literature on models advocated to ex-
plain the fermion masses [30], there is no study on the asso-
ciated cosmology. On the other hand, in all flavour models,
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While the Higgs sector has started to be well measured
at the LHC, the nature of the electroweak phase transition
(EWPT) still remains very poorly constrained. In fact, it de-
pends only weakly on the value of the Higgs mass which is
only one parameter of the Higgs potential while the nature
of the EWPT depends mainly on the Higgs cubic and quar-
tic couplings and/or on the Higgs couplings to other scalar
fields. In the Standard Model (SM), the EWPT is a rapid
crossover [1] but minimal extensions of the SM can make it
first-order. The second run of the LHC is going to be an inter-
esting step in providing new probes of models leading to first-
order EWPT, which would have dramatic implications for EW
baryogenesis and therefore our understanding of the origin of
the matter antimatter asymmetry of the universe [2]. The EW
baryogenesis framework relies on the existence of a strongly
first-order EW phase transition [3, 4]. The baryon asymme-
try is produced in the vicinity of the EW symmetry breaking
bubble walls [5] where all three Sakharov conditions [6] are
at work. Particle distributions depart from thermal equilib-
rium and CP-violating currents are converted into baryons by
sphalerons [7, 8].

A variety of mechanisms leading to a first-order EWPT
have been proposed. Only one of them has been severely con-
strained by Higgs measurements. This concerns extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) where the barrier separating the
symmetric and broken phase minima is thermally generated
due to loops of new bosonic modes in the Higgs effective po-
tential, e.g. charged scalars from a non-minimal Higgs sector
or top squarks in the supersymmetric extension of the SM [9].
In contrast, a model where the Higgs potential is modified at
tree level due to the couplings of the Higgs to an additional
singlet, leading to potentially a 2-step EWPT is a very simple
scenario which remains difficult to test, e.g. [10, 11]. Finally,
another interesting class of models leading to a very strong
first-order phase transition which can be probed in the near
future are models where EW symmetry breaking is induced
by a dilaton [12–14], with couplings similar to the Higgs, al-
though relatively suppressed.

We present a different path here. We show that if the
Yukawa couplings yij in the interactions between the SM
fermions and the Higgs boson, yijf
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metries as originally proposed by Froggatt and Nielsen [15]
(FN), localisation of the profiles of the fermionic zero modes
in extra dimensions [16] and partial fermion compositeness in
composite Higgs models [17]. The last two scenarios may
be related by holography [18, 19]. The scale M at which
the flavour structure emerges is not a-priori constrained. In
FN constructions, the Yukawa couplings are controlled by the
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where the q’s are the flavor charges of the fermions and the
Higgs. For an appropriate choice of flavour charges and with
h�i/M ⇠ 0.22, measured masses and mixings can be well
described. In most FN constructions, the prejudice is that the
scale M is very high, close to the GUT or Planck scale. How-
ever, it could be lower, and even close to the EW scale [20–
29].

While there is a huge literature on models advocated to ex-
plain the fermion masses [30], there is no study on the asso-
ciated cosmology. On the other hand, in all flavour models,

2

leading to the following parametric suppression of the
flavor parameters (with the FN charge of the Higgs field
set to zero):

Yt ∼ 1, Yc ∼ λ3, Yu ∼ λ7,

Yb ∼ λ2, Ys ∼ λ4, Yd ∼ λ6,

s12 ∼ λ, s23 ∼ λ2, s13 ∼ λ3. (3)

With the KM phase being of order one, the suppression
factor of eq. (1) is ϵCP ∼ λ28.

It is not unlikely that the VEVs of scalar fields have
been time varying. Such a variation could happen for
various reasons. One possibility is that at high enough
temperatures, H ∼ T 2/mPl ≫ m, where m is the mass
of the scalar, the scalar may be frozen away from the
minimum. Another possibility is that the minimum of
the scalar potential has shifted as a result of finite tem-
perature effects. Let us consider the case where, for one
reason or another, the value of ⟨S⟩ has been time vary-
ing, with ⟨S⟩ ∼ M prior to the EWPT, compared to its
present value of order 0.2M . Note that we are consid-
ering a rather mild shift, by a factor of order five. Such
a modest variation would, however, change the Yukawa
couplings in a drastic way. There will be no small pa-
rameter to suppress them, and they are all of order one.
In particular, at the EWPT

ϵCP(T ∼ Tc) = O(1). (4)

We learn that in the FN framework, a time variation
such that at early times there is neither smallness nor
strong hierarchy in the Yukawa couplings is not a con-
trived scenario. Since the smallness of ϵCP is a result
of its dependence on a very high power of a mildly small
parameter, once that single parameter is order one, there
is no suppression of ϵCP.

Shifting ⟨S⟩ between EWPT and NS. Our sce-
nario requires that the scalar field S is frozen away from
its present minimum until the EWPT, but to assume
its present value before nucleosynthesis. The simplest
mechanism that ensures that the scalar is frozen until
the EWPT but starts to oscillate and redshift shortly
afterwards is by giving it a mass that is close to the
Hubble constant at the time of the EWPT, HEWPT =
O(10−15 GeV). Such a light scalar poses, however, prob-
lems to cosmology which are known as ‘the moduli prob-
lem’:

• Light stable scalars should have masses lighter than
the Hubble constant at the time of matter-radiation
equality, Heq = O(10−37 GeV), in order not to
dominate the energy density of the Universe from
rather early times.

• Light unstable scalars should have decay rates
faster than Hubble constant at the time of nucle-
osynthesis, Hns = O(10−25 GeV).

Since mS ∼ 10−15 GeV, it is too heavy to fulfill the first
condition. Moreover, to avoid being too long lived to ful-
fill the second condition, S must decay to final photons or
neutrinos with an effective coupling larger than O(10−5).
An explicit calculation, assuming that nonrenormalizable
couplings are suppressed by powers of mPl, shows that
the actual couplings are much smaller than that.

Various ways to solve the moduli problem have been
suggested in the literature (see e.g. [5]). Here, we present
a model where the problem is circumvented. Other pos-
sible solutions will be explored in [6].

The usual scenarios assume that the scalar potential
does not change during the cosmological evolution. We
present here a simple model where the potential does
change at the EWPT. Thus, it is not the fast expansion
which freezes S but rather the potential itself. This sit-
uation allows for a larger mS which, in turn, gives a fast
enough decay rate.

Consider the following potential for the scalar S and
the SM Higgs field φ:

V (S, φ) = m4
W f
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Before EWPT, we have V (S) = m4
W f . After EWPT, we

have V (S) = m4
W f − µ2

φ⟨φ⟩
2(1 + g) + λφ⟨φ⟩4(1 + h). We

learn that the required shift of ⟨S⟩ from M to λM can
occur naturally during the EWPT.

For M ≈ mPl, we still run into the cosmological moduli
problem. Assuming that the nonrenormalizable S cou-
plings to SM fields are suppressed by powers of M and
that its mass is of order m2

W /M (as is the case for the
potential (5)), we find that the leading decay mode is
S → γγ giving Γ ∼ m3

S/M2. Requiring that S decays
before nucleosynthesis, we obtain M ∼< 107 GeV. This
upper bound on M implies that mS ∼> MeV.

The mass mS ∼> MeV and the decay width ΓS ∼>

10−25 GeV lie outside of the regions excluded by var-
ious astrophysical and cosmological considerations and
by direct laboratory searches [7]. A lower bound on
M arises from the contribution of S-mediated tree di-
agrams to flavor changing neutral current processes. Es-
timating ∆mK/mK ∼ [(mdms)/(λ2M2)](f2

K/m2
K) (and

analogous relations for D- and B-mixing), we obtain
M ∼> 5 × 105 GeV, consistent with the nucleosynthesis
constraint.

In spite of the fact that M ≪ mPl, S would start
rolling only at the EWPT because earlier it is stabilized
by the potential rather than by the expansion.

One may ask whether it is possible to have a full high
energy theory that induces (5) in a natural way. We have
been able to construct a supersymmetric model with a
horizontal ZN symmetry (in the spirit of models for the
scalar potential in ref. [8]) where this is the case. A very

λ=
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 There are good motivations to consider that the flavour 
structure could emerge during electroweak symmetry 

breaking

For Example, if the “Flavon” field 
dynamics is linked to the Higgs field

Emerging Flavour during 
Electroweak symmetry breaking



Extensive literature on models advocated to 
explain the fermion masses, however no study 

so far on the associated cosmology

 On the other hand, in all flavour models, Yukawa couplings are controlled by 
the VEV of some scalar ``flavons" and it is natural to wonder about their 

cosmological dynamics. 

Our working assumption: the flavon couples to the Higgs and therefore the 
flavon and the Higgs VEV dynamics are intertwined.

 
We do not need to specify the dynamics  responsible for the evolution of 

the Yukawas to derive the nature of the EWPT. 

The fact that the Yukawas of the SM were large during the EWPT is enough 
to completely change the nature of the EWPT, while relying only on the SM 

degrees of freedom.



Effect of fermionic masses 
on the EW Phase Transition

2

Yukawa couplings are controlled by the VEV of some scalar
fields (the so-called “flavons”) and it is natural to wonder
about their cosmological dynamics. Our working assumption
is that the flavon couples to the Higgs and therefore the flavon
and the Higgs VEV dynamics are intertwined, motivating the
possibility that the Yukawas vary during the EWPT. The vari-
ous implications of this framework for electroweak baryogen-
esis will be presented in a series of papers. We will in particu-
lar discuss the CKM matrix as the unique CP-violating source
[31] as well as specific models of varying Yukawas [32, 33].

In this letter, the key point we want to make is that we do not
need to specify the dynamics responsible for the evolution of
the Yukawas to derive the nature of the EWPT. In fact, even if
the dynamics of the scalar potential of the flavon-Higgs cou-
pled system would correspond to a second order EW phase
transition when ignoring the variation of fermion masses, the
fact that the Yukawas of the SM were large during the EWPT
is enough to completely change the nature of the EWPT, while
relying only on the SM degrees of freedom (dof).

III. EFFECT OF FERMIONIC MASSES ON THE EWPT

The physics of the effect of varying Yukawas is related to
the contribution of effective relativistic dof g⇤ to the effec-
tive potential Ve↵ � �g⇤⇡

2
T

4
/90. Regions in Higgs space

in which species are massive correspond to a decrease in g⇤
and hence an increase in Ve↵ . The effect of species coupled to
the Higgs is therefore to delay and hence strengthen the phase
transition. In the usually assumed case where the Yukawas
have the same values during the EWPT as today, all Yukawas
except the one of the top quark are small and therefore al-
most all fermions are light even in the broken phase during the
EWPT. Therefore there is no significant change in g⇤ during
the EWPT and the effect of the light fermions is negligible.
Crucially, the contribution of bosonic species to the finite-T
effective potential also includes a term cubic in the mass and
hence bosonic dof not only delay the phase transition but also
create a barrier between the two minima. However, the effect
of the SM bosons is insufficient to provide a strong first-order
phase transition [1]. Thus, the common lore consists of adding
additional bosonic degrees of freedom to strengthen the phase
transition. As mentioned in the introduction, this has been
severely constrained at the LHC.

On the other hand, it was shown in [34] that adding new
strongly-coupled fermions with constant Yukawa couplings
can also help to strengthen the EWPT. Though these do not
create a thermal barrier on their own, they can lead to a de-
crease in g⇤ between the symmetric and broken phases and
hence delay and strengthen the phase transition. However,
these models are far from minimal. They suffer from a vac-
uum instability near the EW scale due to the strong coupling
of the new fermions and new bosons are also needed to cure
this instability.

In our approach of varying Yukawas, these problems are
alleviated. We are interested in models where the variation
of the Yukawa couplings is due to the VEV of a flavon field,
coupled to the Higgs, whose VEV therefore also varies during

FIG. 1: The mass of a fermionic species as a function of � for a
constant Yukawa coupling, n = 0, and varying Yukawas. In the
constant Yukawa case we take y(�) = 1. For the varying Yukawa
cases we take y1 = 1 and y0 = 0 (see Eq. 2).

the EWPT. If the Yukawa couplings decrease with the Higgs
background value �, the SM fermions can be massless both
in the symmetric phase, at � = 0, as well as at � ⇠ v due to
the falling couplings, but be massive somewhere in between,
i.e in the region 0 < � < v. This raises the potential in this
area and can therefore create a barrier. The quantitative size of
this effect is encoded in the effective potential which we shall
study below.

We stress that this does not mean that the Yukawa couplings
are controlled solely by the Higgs field, i.e. the Higgs need not
itself be the flavon (such a scenario is strongly constrained by
various Higgs and flavour measurements, see [20, 21, 26, 27]).
The variation of the Yukawas is related to the variation of the
Higgs VEV during the EWPT (during which the flavon VEV
may also change) but the Yukawas today do not depend on
the Higgs VEV v = 246 GeV nor are the Higgs-fermion cou-
plings sizeably affected. Model-dependent implementations
will be presented elsewhere [32, 33].

The aim of this letter is to stress the model-independent
features of the physics of Yukawa variation. We will therefore
present results using the following ansatz for the variation of
the Yukawa related to the variation of the Higgs VEV itself:

y(�) =

(

y1

⇣

1�
h

�
v

in⌘

+ y0 for �  v,

y0 for � � v.

(2)

The mass of the fermion species is given by

mf =

y(�)�p
2

(3)

and we illustrate the dependence of mf on � in Fig. 1. Equa-
tion (2) just expresses the fact that before the EWPT, the
Yukawas take values y1 and after the EWPT they take their
present value y0. The power n is just a parametrisation of how
fast the variation is taking place and is therefore encoding the
model dependence. Depending on the underlying model, the
Higgs field variation will follow the flavon field variation at

Regions in Higgs space in which species are massive correspond to a decrease 
in g* and hence an increase in Veff. The effect of species coupled to the 
Higgs is therefore to delay and hence strengthen the phase transition.

broken phase 

<Φ>≠0
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fermions are 
massive

symmetric phase 

<Φ>=0
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Although these do not create a thermal barrier on their own, they 
can lead to a decrease in g* between the symmetric and broken 
phases and hence delay and strengthen the phase transition. 

It was noted that adding new strongly-coupled fermions 
with constant Yukawa couplings can help to strengthen 

the EW phase transition. 

However, these models suffer from a vacuum instability near 
the EW scale due to the strong coupling of the new fermions: 

New bosons are also needed to cure this instability.
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Mass of fermionic species for varying Yukawas

2

Yukawa couplings are controlled by the VEV of some scalar
fields (the so-called “flavons”) and it is natural to wonder
about their cosmological dynamics. Our working assumption
is that the flavon couples to the Higgs and therefore the flavon
and the Higgs VEV dynamics are intertwined, motivating the
possibility that the Yukawas vary during the EWPT. The vari-
ous implications of this framework for electroweak baryogen-
esis will be presented in a series of papers. We will in particu-
lar discuss the CKM matrix as the unique CP-violating source
[31] as well as specific models of varying Yukawas [32, 33].

In this letter, the key point we want to make is that we do not
need to specify the dynamics responsible for the evolution of
the Yukawas to derive the nature of the EWPT. In fact, even if
the dynamics of the scalar potential of the flavon-Higgs cou-
pled system would correspond to a second order EW phase
transition when ignoring the variation of fermion masses, the
fact that the Yukawas of the SM were large during the EWPT
is enough to completely change the nature of the EWPT, while
relying only on the SM degrees of freedom (dof).

III. EFFECT OF FERMIONIC MASSES ON THE EWPT

The physics of the effect of varying Yukawas is related to
the contribution of effective relativistic dof g⇤ to the effec-
tive potential Ve↵ � �g⇤⇡

2
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/90. Regions in Higgs space

in which species are massive correspond to a decrease in g⇤
and hence an increase in Ve↵ . The effect of species coupled to
the Higgs is therefore to delay and hence strengthen the phase
transition. In the usually assumed case where the Yukawas
have the same values during the EWPT as today, all Yukawas
except the one of the top quark are small and therefore al-
most all fermions are light even in the broken phase during the
EWPT. Therefore there is no significant change in g⇤ during
the EWPT and the effect of the light fermions is negligible.
Crucially, the contribution of bosonic species to the finite-T
effective potential also includes a term cubic in the mass and
hence bosonic dof not only delay the phase transition but also
create a barrier between the two minima. However, the effect
of the SM bosons is insufficient to provide a strong first-order
phase transition [1]. Thus, the common lore consists of adding
additional bosonic degrees of freedom to strengthen the phase
transition. As mentioned in the introduction, this has been
severely constrained at the LHC.

On the other hand, it was shown in [34] that adding new
strongly-coupled fermions with constant Yukawa couplings
can also help to strengthen the EWPT. Though these do not
create a thermal barrier on their own, they can lead to a de-
crease in g⇤ between the symmetric and broken phases and
hence delay and strengthen the phase transition. However,
these models are far from minimal. They suffer from a vac-
uum instability near the EW scale due to the strong coupling
of the new fermions and new bosons are also needed to cure
this instability.

In our approach of varying Yukawas, these problems are
alleviated. We are interested in models where the variation
of the Yukawa couplings is due to the VEV of a flavon field,
coupled to the Higgs, whose VEV therefore also varies during

FIG. 1: The mass of a fermionic species as a function of � for a
constant Yukawa coupling, n = 0, and varying Yukawas. In the
constant Yukawa case we take y(�) = 1. For the varying Yukawa
cases we take y1 = 1 and y0 = 0 (see Eq. 2).

the EWPT. If the Yukawa couplings decrease with the Higgs
background value �, the SM fermions can be massless both
in the symmetric phase, at � = 0, as well as at � ⇠ v due to
the falling couplings, but be massive somewhere in between,
i.e in the region 0 < � < v. This raises the potential in this
area and can therefore create a barrier. The quantitative size of
this effect is encoded in the effective potential which we shall
study below.

We stress that this does not mean that the Yukawa couplings
are controlled solely by the Higgs field, i.e. the Higgs need not
itself be the flavon (such a scenario is strongly constrained by
various Higgs and flavour measurements, see [20, 21, 26, 27]).
The variation of the Yukawas is related to the variation of the
Higgs VEV during the EWPT (during which the flavon VEV
may also change) but the Yukawas today do not depend on
the Higgs VEV v = 246 GeV nor are the Higgs-fermion cou-
plings sizeably affected. Model-dependent implementations
will be presented elsewhere [32, 33].

The aim of this letter is to stress the model-independent
features of the physics of Yukawa variation. We will therefore
present results using the following ansatz for the variation of
the Yukawa related to the variation of the Higgs VEV itself:

y(�) =

(

y1

⇣

1�
h
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+ y0 for �  v,

y0 for � � v.

(2)

The mass of the fermion species is given by

mf =

y(�)�p
2

(3)

and we illustrate the dependence of mf on � in Fig. 1. Equa-
tion (2) just expresses the fact that before the EWPT, the
Yukawas take values y1 and after the EWPT they take their
present value y0. The power n is just a parametrisation of how
fast the variation is taking place and is therefore encoding the
model dependence. Depending on the underlying model, the
Higgs field variation will follow the flavon field variation at
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Yukawa couplings are controlled by the VEV of some scalar
fields (the so-called “flavons”) and it is natural to wonder
about their cosmological dynamics. Our working assumption
is that the flavon couples to the Higgs and therefore the flavon
and the Higgs VEV dynamics are intertwined, motivating the
possibility that the Yukawas vary during the EWPT. The vari-
ous implications of this framework for electroweak baryogen-
esis will be presented in a series of papers. We will in particu-
lar discuss the CKM matrix as the unique CP-violating source
[31] as well as specific models of varying Yukawas [32, 33].

In this letter, the key point we want to make is that we do not
need to specify the dynamics responsible for the evolution of
the Yukawas to derive the nature of the EWPT. In fact, even if
the dynamics of the scalar potential of the flavon-Higgs cou-
pled system would correspond to a second order EW phase
transition when ignoring the variation of fermion masses, the
fact that the Yukawas of the SM were large during the EWPT
is enough to completely change the nature of the EWPT, while
relying only on the SM degrees of freedom (dof).
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the contribution of effective relativistic dof g⇤ to the effec-
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in which species are massive correspond to a decrease in g⇤
and hence an increase in Ve↵ . The effect of species coupled to
the Higgs is therefore to delay and hence strengthen the phase
transition. In the usually assumed case where the Yukawas
have the same values during the EWPT as today, all Yukawas
except the one of the top quark are small and therefore al-
most all fermions are light even in the broken phase during the
EWPT. Therefore there is no significant change in g⇤ during
the EWPT and the effect of the light fermions is negligible.
Crucially, the contribution of bosonic species to the finite-T
effective potential also includes a term cubic in the mass and
hence bosonic dof not only delay the phase transition but also
create a barrier between the two minima. However, the effect
of the SM bosons is insufficient to provide a strong first-order
phase transition [1]. Thus, the common lore consists of adding
additional bosonic degrees of freedom to strengthen the phase
transition. As mentioned in the introduction, this has been
severely constrained at the LHC.

On the other hand, it was shown in [34] that adding new
strongly-coupled fermions with constant Yukawa couplings
can also help to strengthen the EWPT. Though these do not
create a thermal barrier on their own, they can lead to a de-
crease in g⇤ between the symmetric and broken phases and
hence delay and strengthen the phase transition. However,
these models are far from minimal. They suffer from a vac-
uum instability near the EW scale due to the strong coupling
of the new fermions and new bosons are also needed to cure
this instability.

In our approach of varying Yukawas, these problems are
alleviated. We are interested in models where the variation
of the Yukawa couplings is due to the VEV of a flavon field,
coupled to the Higgs, whose VEV therefore also varies during

FIG. 1: The mass of a fermionic species as a function of � for a
constant Yukawa coupling, n = 0, and varying Yukawas. In the
constant Yukawa case we take y(�) = 1. For the varying Yukawa
cases we take y1 = 1 and y0 = 0 (see Eq. 2).

the EWPT. If the Yukawa couplings decrease with the Higgs
background value �, the SM fermions can be massless both
in the symmetric phase, at � = 0, as well as at � ⇠ v due to
the falling couplings, but be massive somewhere in between,
i.e in the region 0 < � < v. This raises the potential in this
area and can therefore create a barrier. The quantitative size of
this effect is encoded in the effective potential which we shall
study below.

We stress that this does not mean that the Yukawa couplings
are controlled solely by the Higgs field, i.e. the Higgs need not
itself be the flavon (such a scenario is strongly constrained by
various Higgs and flavour measurements, see [20, 21, 26, 27]).
The variation of the Yukawas is related to the variation of the
Higgs VEV during the EWPT (during which the flavon VEV
may also change) but the Yukawas today do not depend on
the Higgs VEV v = 246 GeV nor are the Higgs-fermion cou-
plings sizeably affected. Model-dependent implementations
will be presented elsewhere [32, 33].

The aim of this letter is to stress the model-independent
features of the physics of Yukawa variation. We will therefore
present results using the following ansatz for the variation of
the Yukawa related to the variation of the Higgs VEV itself:
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The mass of the fermion species is given by
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and we illustrate the dependence of mf on � in Fig. 1. Equa-
tion (2) just expresses the fact that before the EWPT, the
Yukawas take values y1 and after the EWPT they take their
present value y0. The power n is just a parametrisation of how
fast the variation is taking place and is therefore encoding the
model dependence. Depending on the underlying model, the
Higgs field variation will follow the flavon field variation at
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FIG. 2: The evolution of the effective potential with temperature
in the SM (top) and with varying Yukawas (bottom). The vary-
ing Yukawa calculation includes all SM fermions with y1 = 1,
n1 = 1 and their respective y0, chosen to return the observed fermion
masses today (for the neutrinos we have assumed Dirac neutrinos and
m⌫ = 0.05 eV). In the varying Yukawa case we find a first-order
phase transition with �c = 230 GeV and Tc = 128 GeV (second
order transition at Tc = 163 GeV for the constant Yukawa case).

different speeds. Large values of n mean the Yukawa cou-
pling remain large for a greater range of � away from zero.
We will see that large n strengthen the phase transition.

We study the strength of the EWPT for different choices of
n, y1 ⇠ O(1) and the number of degrees of freedom, g, of the
species with the �-dependent Yukawa coupling. The results
do not depend strongly on the choice of y0 as long as y0 ⌧ 1.
The top Yukawa is assumed to be constant and take its SM
value.

Of course, in a realistic model the different fermion species
will take on different values of n, y1 and y0 (also the underly-
ing model determines whether only quarks, only leptons or all
fermion masses are controlled by the same flavon). Our aim
here is to simply illustrate the effect through a simple ansatz
and an overall variation of n, g and y1.

The possibility that the Yukawa couplings could change
during the EWPT was raised in [35] but the impact on the na-
ture of the EWPT was ignored, the emphasis was on the pos-
sibility to get large CP violation from the CKM matrix during
the EWPT. We show in the next section the three main effects

FIG. 3: Solid lines: Contours of �c/Tc = 1 for different choices of
y1 and y0 = 0.02, areas above these lines allow for EW baryoge-
nesis. Dashed lines: areas above these lines are disallowed (for the
indicated choices of y1 and y0) due to the EW minimum not being
the global one.

that Eq. (2) has on the Higgs effective potential.

IV. EFFECTIVE HIGGS POTENTIAL WITH VARYING
YUKAWAS

We consider the effective potential given by the sum of the
tree level potential, the one-loop zero temperature correction,
the one-loop finite temperature correction and the daisy cor-
rection [36]

Ve↵ = Vtree(�) + V

0
1 (�) + V

T
1 (�, T ) + VDaisy(�, T ). (4)

In the framework we have in mind, this potential depends
as well on the additional flavon field(s) coupling to the
Higgs. However, for the generic points we want to stress,
we should ignore the flavon(s) degrees of freedom and take
the SM tree level potential. We study the evolution of the
effective potential with temperature numerically, including
the SM fermionic dof with varying Yukawas, in addition to
the usual bosonic SM fields. An example of the evolution of
the effective potential with varying Yukawa couplings, with a
comparison to the SM case (constant Yukawas), is shown in
Fig. 2. We next scan over n and g for different choices of y1
and find the strength of the phase transition, as characterised
by the ratio of the critical VEV to temperature, �c/Tc

(successful EW baryogenesis requires �c/Tc & 1 [37]).
Our results are summarised in Fig. 3. Below we discuss
the different terms of the effective potential and identify the

At one-loop:

tree 
level 
piece

1-loop 
T=0 
piece

1-loop 
T≠0 
piece
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resummation 

piece
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).

contributions leading to a strong first-order phase transition.

1) Effects from the T = 0 one-loop potential: The one-
loop zero temperature correction is given by
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M

2
W (�) = g

2
2�

2
/4,M

2
Z(�) = (g

2
2 + g

2
Y )�

2
/4,

where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.

2) Barrier from the T 6= 0 one-loop potential: The one-
loop finite temperature correction is given by
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.

We focuss on the fermionic contribution,
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where Jf (x
2
) has a high-temperature expansion for x2 ⌧ 1,
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �

4 and can be ig-
nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
term is crucial as, for decreasing Yukawas, it leads to a barrier
between the symmetric and broken phases,
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This leads to a cubic term in �, e.g. for y(�) = y1(1� �/v):
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �

4 and can be ig-
nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
term is crucial as, for decreasing Yukawas, it leads to a barrier
between the symmetric and broken phases,
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.

A large fermionic mass significantly lowers
 between Φ=0 and Φ=v. This can lead to weaker 

- rather than stronger - phase transitions. 

In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum no 
longer being the global minimum.  

3

FIG. 2: The evolution of the effective potential with temperature
in the SM (top) and with varying Yukawas (bottom). The vary-
ing Yukawa calculation includes all SM fermions with y1 = 1,
n1 = 1 and their respective y0, chosen to return the observed fermion
masses today (for the neutrinos we have assumed Dirac neutrinos and
m⌫ = 0.05 eV). In the varying Yukawa case we find a first-order
phase transition with �c = 230 GeV and Tc = 128 GeV (second
order transition at Tc = 163 GeV for the constant Yukawa case).

different speeds. Large values of n mean the Yukawa cou-
pling remain large for a greater range of � away from zero.
We will see that large n strengthen the phase transition.

We study the strength of the EWPT for different choices of
n, y1 ⇠ O(1) and the number of degrees of freedom, g, of the
species with the �-dependent Yukawa coupling. The results
do not depend strongly on the choice of y0 as long as y0 ⌧ 1.
The top Yukawa is assumed to be constant and take its SM
value.

Of course, in a realistic model the different fermion species
will take on different values of n, y1 and y0 (also the underly-
ing model determines whether only quarks, only leptons or all
fermion masses are controlled by the same flavon). Our aim
here is to simply illustrate the effect through a simple ansatz
and an overall variation of n, g and y1.

The possibility that the Yukawa couplings could change
during the EWPT was raised in [35] but the impact on the na-
ture of the EWPT was ignored, the emphasis was on the pos-
sibility to get large CP violation from the CKM matrix during
the EWPT. We show in the next section the three main effects

FIG. 3: Solid lines: Contours of �c/Tc = 1 for different choices of
y1 and y0 = 0.02, areas above these lines allow for EW baryoge-
nesis. Dashed lines: areas above these lines are disallowed (for the
indicated choices of y1 and y0) due to the EW minimum not being
the global one.

that Eq. (2) has on the Higgs effective potential.

IV. EFFECTIVE HIGGS POTENTIAL WITH VARYING
YUKAWAS

We consider the effective potential given by the sum of the
tree level potential, the one-loop zero temperature correction,
the one-loop finite temperature correction and the daisy cor-
rection [36]

Ve↵ = Vtree(�) + V

0
1 (�) + V

T
1 (�, T ) + VDaisy(�, T ). (4)

In the framework we have in mind, this potential depends
as well on the additional flavon field(s) coupling to the
Higgs. However, for the generic points we want to stress,
we should ignore the flavon(s) degrees of freedom and take
the SM tree level potential. We study the evolution of the
effective potential with temperature numerically, including
the SM fermionic dof with varying Yukawas, in addition to
the usual bosonic SM fields. An example of the evolution of
the effective potential with varying Yukawa couplings, with a
comparison to the SM case (constant Yukawas), is shown in
Fig. 2. We next scan over n and g for different choices of y1
and find the strength of the phase transition, as characterised
by the ratio of the critical VEV to temperature, �c/Tc

(successful EW baryogenesis requires �c/Tc & 1 [37]).
Our results are summarised in Fig. 3. Below we discuss
the different terms of the effective potential and identify the
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.
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loop finite temperature correction is given by
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �

4 and can be ig-
nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
term is crucial as, for decreasing Yukawas, it leads to a barrier
between the symmetric and broken phases,
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �
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nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �

4 and can be ig-
nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
term is crucial as, for decreasing Yukawas, it leads to a barrier
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �

4 and can be ig-
nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
term is crucial as, for decreasing Yukawas, it leads to a barrier
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �

4 and can be ig-
nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
term is crucial as, for decreasing Yukawas, it leads to a barrier
between the symmetric and broken phases,
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.

2) Barrier from the T 6= 0 one-loop potential: The one-
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �

4 and can be ig-
nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
term is crucial as, for decreasing Yukawas, it leads to a barrier
between the symmetric and broken phases,
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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FIG. 4: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: barrier
contribution from the fermions with varying Yukawas using the high
T approximation for �V in Eq. (9). Long dashed line: barrier contri-
bution using the full numerical calculation for Jf (x

2) in (7).
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where gi are the SM degrees of freedom, F = 0 (1) for
bosons (fermions) and we have ignored the contribution of
the Goldstone bosons (gi does not strictly correspond to the
degrees of freedom present, hence both the longitudinal gauge
boson dof and the Goldstones should be summed in the Lan-
dau gauge, however, their contribution is subdominant and we
therefore neglect them [38]). The field dependent gauge boson
masses are M
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where g2 (gY ) is the weak isospin (hypercharge) gauge cou-
pling.

It is clear from (5) that the effect of a large fermionic
mass is to significantly lower the potential between � = 0

and � = v. This can lead to weaker – rather than stronger
– phase transitions for increasing y1 or n in some areas of
parameter space. In addition, it can lead to the EW minimum
no longer being the global minimum. Note the effect grows
logarithmically as y0 decreases. The regions of parameter
space in which the global minimum is not the EW one are
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5: Solid line: the full potential at the critical temperature for
y1 = 2, y0 = 0.02, n = 1, g = 60. Short dashed line: the Higgs
boson daisy contribution, showing its effect of lowering the barrier at
� = 0 compared to the potential at � 6= 0. This delays and strength-
ens the phase transition. Long dashed line: the potential without the
Higgs boson daisy contribution (but still normalised to 0 at � = 0),
showing the phase transition would have occurred earlier without the
daisy contribution. Our calculation returns �c = 242 (240) GeV,
Tc = 111 (128) GeV with (without) the daisy contribution.
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The first term in this expansion is constant in � and has no
effect. The third term is higher order ⇠ �

4 and can be ig-
nored for the purposes of our discussion here. The second
term is crucial as, for decreasing Yukawas, it leads to a barrier
between the symmetric and broken phases,
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giving a barrier for the potential. We show the contribution
of Eq. (9) to the barrier height at Tc in Fig. 4. This is dif-
ferent from the effect noted in [34] which assumed constant
Yukawas. The distinct effect here is that the decreasing
Yukawas actually create the barrier on their own as they
lead to effectively massless fermions, mf (�) ⌧ T , not only
around � = 0, but also at � ⇡ v. In constrast, for usual
mass terms, i.e. linear in �, only bosonic fields create thermal
barriers as the finite-T expansion for bosonic fields contains
a cubic term which the fermionic function lacks.
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3) Effects from the Daisy correction: The daisy correc-
tion comes from resumming the Matsubara zero-modes for
the bosonic degrees of freedom: [39–41]
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where the sum runs only over scalars and the longitudinal de-
grees of freedom of the vector bosons (ḡi ⌘ {1, 2, 1} for the
�, W± and Z bosons) and the ⇧i denote the thermal masses.

We consider the contribution from the Higgs,
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where the Higgs boson thermal mass is [9]
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The novelty is the dependence of the thermal mass on �,
which comes from the �-dependent Yukawa couplings (these
do not enter into the thermal masses for the W and Z bosons
at this order). The effect of this term is to lower the effective
potential at � = 0, with respect to the broken phase minimum,
as long as ⇧�(0, Tc) � ⇧�(�c, Tc). This is shown in Fig. 5.
By lowering the potential at � = 0, the phase transition is
delayed and strengthened.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown how varying Yukawas during
the EWPT change the nature of the EWPT due mainly to three
effects on the Higgs effective potential: 1) The first effect
comes from the T = 0 one-loop potential. Large Yukawas
in the symmetric phase can lead to a significant decrease of
the potential in the region 0 < � < v. This can weaken
the phase transition. 2) The T 6= 0 one-loop contributions
from the fermions create a barrier between the h�i = 0 and
h�i 6= 0 minima. This can result in a first-order phase tran-
sition. 3) Large Yukawas at � ⇠ 0 significantly increase the
Higgs thermal mass, which, through the Daisy resummation,
lowers the potential close to the origin � ⇠ 0, delaying the
phase transition and thereby increasing �c/Tc. Note that ef-
fect (1) scales as y41 , effect (2) as y21 and effect (3) as y31 . The
net result of these three effects is to give a strong first-order
phase transition in large areas of parameter space, while not
being disallowed by creating a deeper minimum than the EW
one.

The physics of varying Yukawas during the EWPT has im-
portant implications for electroweak baryogenesis with rich
phenomenology. In addition to its effects on the nature of the
EWPT, this has dramatic effects on CP violation [31]. It will
be very interesting to identify realistic models and their exper-
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as long as ⇧�(0, Tc) � ⇧�(�c, Tc). This is shown in Fig. 5.
By lowering the potential at � = 0, the phase transition is
delayed and strengthened.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown how varying Yukawas during
the EWPT change the nature of the EWPT due mainly to three
effects on the Higgs effective potential: 1) The first effect
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lowers the potential close to the origin � ⇠ 0, delaying the
phase transition and thereby increasing �c/Tc. Note that ef-
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net result of these three effects is to give a strong first-order
phase transition in large areas of parameter space, while not
being disallowed by creating a deeper minimum than the EW
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The physics of varying Yukawas during the EWPT has im-
portant implications for electroweak baryogenesis with rich
phenomenology. In addition to its effects on the nature of the
EWPT, this has dramatic effects on CP violation [31]. It will
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which comes from the �-dependent Yukawa couplings (these
do not enter into the thermal masses for the W and Z bosons
at this order). The effect of this term is to lower the effective
potential at � = 0, with respect to the broken phase minimum,
as long as ⇧�(0, Tc) � ⇧�(�c, Tc). This is shown in Fig. 5.
By lowering the potential at � = 0, the phase transition is
delayed and strengthened.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown how varying Yukawas during
the EWPT change the nature of the EWPT due mainly to three
effects on the Higgs effective potential: 1) The first effect
comes from the T = 0 one-loop potential. Large Yukawas
in the symmetric phase can lead to a significant decrease of
the potential in the region 0 < � < v. This can weaken
the phase transition. 2) The T 6= 0 one-loop contributions
from the fermions create a barrier between the h�i = 0 and
h�i 6= 0 minima. This can result in a first-order phase tran-
sition. 3) Large Yukawas at � ⇠ 0 significantly increase the
Higgs thermal mass, which, through the Daisy resummation,
lowers the potential close to the origin � ⇠ 0, delaying the
phase transition and thereby increasing �c/Tc. Note that ef-
fect (1) scales as y41 , effect (2) as y21 and effect (3) as y31 . The
net result of these three effects is to give a strong first-order
phase transition in large areas of parameter space, while not
being disallowed by creating a deeper minimum than the EW
one.

The physics of varying Yukawas during the EWPT has im-
portant implications for electroweak baryogenesis with rich
phenomenology. In addition to its effects on the nature of the
EWPT, this has dramatic effects on CP violation [31]. It will
be very interesting to identify realistic models and their exper-
imental signatures [32, 33].
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The effect is to lower the effective potential at Φ =0, with respect to 
the broken phase minimum. 

By lowering the potential at Φ =0, the phase transition is delayed 
and strengthened. 

__ full potential

 _ _ _ full potential 
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contribution

 - - - Daisy contribution 
only
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Full one-loop effective Higgs potential with Daisy 
Resummation

Standard Case
 (Constant Yukawas)

 With varying 
Yukawas
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Contours of  Φc/Tc=1 for different choices of y1 and y0, 
areas above these lines allow for EW baryogenesis. 

Φc/Tc=1
Φc/Tc=1

Φc/Tc=1

Dashed lines: areas above these lines are 
disallowed (for the indicated choices of 

y1 and y0 due to the EW minimum not 
being the global one.

n characterizes how fast the Yukawa variation is taking place. 
Depending on the underlying model, the Higgs field variation will 
follow the flavon field variation at different speeds. Large n means 
the Yukawa coupling remains large for a greater range of phi away 

from zero. It strengthens the phase transition.
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Variation of the Yukawas of  SM fermions from O(1) 
to their present value during the EW phase 

transition generically leads to a very strong first-
order EW phase transition, 

This offers new routes for generating the baryon 
asymmetry at the electroweak scale, strongly tied to 

flavour models. 

Summary 
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the CKM matrix as the unique 
CP-violating source !

Second major implication:

Bruggisser, Konstandin, 
Servant, to appear

3

II. CP VIOLATION IN THE STANDARD MODEL

It is often stated in the literature that the CP violation present in the SM is insufficient to

explain the observed baryon asymmetry. These claims rest usually on the so-called Jarlskog

determinant [21] and we review this argument in the following. The basic observation is that

physical observables cannot depend on the flavor basis chosen for the quarks; in particular

transformations of the right-handed quarks leave the Lagrangian invariant since the weak

interactions are chiral. Besides, the quark fields can be redefined absorbing one complex

phase. The last fact implies that all CP-odd observables in the SM have to be proportional

to

J = s21s2s3c1c2c3 sin(δ) = (3.0± 0.3)× 10−5, (3)

with the Jarlskog invariant J given in terms of the Kobayashi-Maskawa parametrization of

the CKM matrix V with a CP-violating phase δ as defined in refs. [21, 22]. In addition,

if two up- or down-type quark masses were degenerate, there would be no CP violation in

the Standard Model since flavor basis transformation can in this case be used to remove the

complex phase of the CKM matrix altogether from the Lagrangian.

If one further assumes that the observable under consideration is polynomial in the quark

masses, the simplest dimensionless expression that fulfills these constraints is found to be

the Jarlskog determinant that has the form

∆CP = v−12Im Det
!

mum
†
u, mdm

†
d

"

= J v−12
#

i<j

(m̃u,i − m̃2
u,j)

#

i<j

(m̃2
d,i − m̃2

d,j) ≃ 10−19, (4)

where v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value and m̃2
u/d denote the diagonalized mass

matrices according to

mdm
†
d = Dm̃2

dD
†, mum

†
u = Um̃2

uU
†. (5)

The identity in eq. (4) results then from the following relation of the CKM matrix (summa-

tion over indices is only performed as explicitly shown)

Im
!

VabV
†
bcVcdV

†
da

"

= J
$

e,f

ϵaceϵbdf , V = U †D. (6)

According to this argument CP violation in the SM seems to be too small to explain the

observed baryon asymmetry that is of order η ∼ 10−10 and several proposals in the literature
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Large masses during EW phase transition
 ->no longer suppression of CKM CP violation

Berkooz, Nir, Volansky ’04
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We have shown how dynamical Yukawas during the EWPT change the nature of 
the EWPT due mainly to three effects on the Higgs effective potential.

The net result is a strong first-order phase transition in large areas of 
parameter space, while not being disallowed by creating a deeper minimum than 

the EW one.

The physics of varying Yukawas during the EWPT has important implications for 
electroweak baryogenesis with rich phenomenology. In addition to its effects on 

the nature of the EWPT, this has dramatic effects on CP violation.

We are working on identifying realistic models of Flavour emerging at the TeV 
scale and their experimental signatures 

Conclusion 

The second run of the LHC is going to be an interesting step in providing new 
probes of models leading to first-order EWPT, which would have dramatic 

implications for EW baryogenesis 

EW baryogenesis: A beautiful framework for explaining the matter-antimatter 
of the universe relying on EW scale physics only
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Conclusion continued

The possibility of time-dependent CP-violating sources 
allows to make EW baryogenesis compatible with Electric 

Dipole Moment constraints and can be well-motivated 
theoretically. We provided 2 examples: strong CP from 

QCD axion, weak CP from dynamical CKM matrix


